I don't go looking for presentations to rebut, I don't have time for such, but plenty of these
studies find me nonetheless. This is yet another ill-conceived assault on the Creation Calendar
Sabbath by a man who thinks he stands (on the truth), yet is about to fall flat on his face (1
Corinthians 10:12) that was brought to my attention by a Lunar Sabbath keeping couple.
David Breetzke will not present anything new against the Lunar Sabbath, but he will repeat a ton
of his tradition and the teachings of church apologists. While some teachings and traditions are
"true" the ones that are not should not be embraced by the body of believers, and the watchmen
on the wall have a duty to sound the alarm. I am not a dumb dog that will not bark; the alarm has
been sounded. Ignore it at your own peril.
It has been a while since I have dignified a presentation against the Scriptural Sabbath with a
rebuttal. Let's see if I still remember how... Breetzke uses a black, orange and a light teal font.
My comments will be in purple, [bracketed in purple], red and blue. Dated: 12-11-2016.

The Truth About Scripture
Before I examine this presentation further, I will predict that this should more accurately be titled:
The Truth About What David Breetzke Believes. By the time you get to the end of this
rebuttal, you will understand my prediction and more than likely, agree.
This Blog was created to give people a basic understanding of what scripture is all about. It is by
far NOT advanced teachings, but rather basic foundational points. This blog will also expose
many false teachings and false doctrines that were/are created by men which does (sic) not
appear in the Scriptures, Hebrew culture or source documentation.
I have to agree and insert a small laugh here. His is by FAR not an advanced teaching. Bro.
Breetzke clearly does not know anything about the Lunar Sabbath or the layers of defense Lunar
Sabbath keepers have in their arsenal. With such a brazen, unsupported and ignorant statement
like this right from the beginning, this may be easier than usual to rebut. What makes this
doubly difficult for the folks who hang on Breetzke's every word is how easily duped they have
been by this man. For that realization, I am very sorry.
Please note, I am not unloosing my arsenal against Bro. Breetzke or his followers. I'm attaching
his false doctrine. Any shrapnel wounds received by his readers will have to heal naturally. I
suggest you put some distance between yourself and my intended target: the false doctrine.
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Chag Shavuot proves that the Lunar Sabbath is false
I have been debating many of the people who follow the Lunar Sabbath theory and have not
gotten one piece of evidence from them to even consider the Lunar Sabbath to be true. The best
argument I have seen from them so far is that of the counting of the “Omer” to the Feast of
Weeks or “Chag Shavuot”. Let me explain to you how they see it, and then I will show you why
their theory is totally incorrect.

Wow. Breetzke is in for quite a surprise here. I don't know who he has been debating, but there
is a TON of evidence to support the Lunar Sabbath, coming up! And while the count to Shavuot
is a great proof for the Lunar Sabbath, it is hardly the best.
Let's see if Bro. Breetzke can accurately present what Lunar Sabbath keepers believe about
counting the omer...

The Lunar Sabbatarians count to Shavuot
They claim that in order to work out when Shavuot is, you need to observe 7 complete Sabbaths,
and then the day after the 7th Sabbath, then you start counting 50 days. (and yes, they really do
believe this). [OK, I am pleasantly surprised. He at least presents it correctly. But...] The only
reason these people come to such a conclusion is because their false doctrine of the moon phase
determining the Sabbath, does not work out according to the Scriptural requirements, so they
have to create their own requirements in order to believe the lie. (which is not found in the Torah
at all)
Wait! What? Not only was this rambling last sentence above false, it also made little sense. I
get the idea though, I think.
1. Breetzke says that determining the Sabbath by the phases of the moon is false.
Creation Calendar Class 101. Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs
(owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and years. Thus the calendar of Yah is written in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. Doesn't say
which light though.
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times, set
feasts). Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast using the same Hebrew
word found in Genesis 1:14 (mo’edim--appointed time, set feast).
Genesis and Leviticus are Torah. This is the greatest argument and it is enough to prove that the
Sabbath is regulated by the moon, but it does not answer every possible question as to HOW or
WHY that might take place. Yours is not to ask WHY. Either do (obey) or do not. The HOW
will only be answered by going outside and looking AT the clock and watching for patterns.
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2. Breetzke assumes that our belief that the Sabbath is by the moon forces the Count to
Shavuot to not work, so we have to change the law, making our own requirements.
This is a rather strong accusation; one I don't take lightly. Let's see if he's correct.
Some have pointed out that “ad” or “od” (Strong’s H-5704, H-5703) does NOT mean “FROM”
the morrow after the 7th Sabbath, but H-4480 DOES. Guess where THAT word is?
Leviticus 23:16 Even unto5704 the morrow4480, 4283 after the seventh7637 sabbath7676
shall ye number5608 fifty2572 days;3117 and ye shall offer7126 a new2319 meat offering4503
unto YHWH.3068
Look at what Strong’s says about H-5704 “whether of space (even unto) or time (during, while,
until)”. Leviticus 23:16 is about time, not space, so we’ve been applying the word in the wrong
manner all along. The Hebrew actually should have been translated: WHILE FROM the morrow
(after the) seventh Sabbath (shall ye) number fifty days (and ye shall) offer a new meat offering
(unto) YHWH.
The Fenton Translation is the ONLY translation that seems to be honest with this evidence:
You shall also count for yourselves from the day after the Sabbath that you bring the WaveSheaf, seven Sabbaths. They must be complete.
Then after the seventh Sabbath, you shall count fifty days, when you shall present a new offering
to the Ever-Living. Leviticus 23:15-16
When you translate the original Hebrew correctly, you don't have to force anything. We did,
however, accidentally find one of the strongest arguments in support of the Lunar Sabbath.
Breetzke said that we have no Scriptural evidence to support the Lunar Sabbath. He does err, not
knowing the Scriptures. And he's got the cart before the horse. Feast keepers have been arguing
about the count to Pentecost for decades. We did not know that the count to Shavuot would
support the Lunar Sabbath. Some feast keepers found that the Sabbath was regulated by the
moon, then wondered if applying this information to the count to Pentecost would solve the
problem. Indeed it does, and the study in the link below proves in three very different ways that
the Feast of Weeks is not a mere 50 days from wavesheaf in late spring, but is a summer harvest.
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeks.pdf.
To justify this false doctrine, they even go as far as to say that Shavuot was when Mosheh came
down from the mountain with the tablets where the Ten Commandments were written on by
Elohim Himself. They also say this is when Aaron declared a festival on that day. All this falls in
the 4th moon (or month). Keep this in mind as I will be explaining the truth about this further
down in this article.
Forgive me for not waiting until further down in this article to rebut Breetzke's accusation.
Please also note that all Bro. Breetzke can do is accuse Lunar Sabbath keepers of falsely
presenting Shavuot, he has not, will not and cannot offer any evidence that we are falsely
presenting the evidence, all he can do is accuse and offer his own version of the count to Shavuot.
Ladies and gentlemen of they jury, again let us see if his accusations are correct...
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Pentecost has two separate units of measure. Seven weeks are counted or completed and then
the 50 days are counted. I am 5’9”; feet are made up of inches, no different than weeks are made
up of days, but they are distinct segments of length and time (respectively). There is no
command in Leviticus 23 to begin the 50 day count from wavesheaf or at the same time as the
seven week count begins. We are to number 7 Sabbaths from wavesheaf, then it says to number
50 days from the morrow AFTER the seventh Sabbath complete.
And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye brought the
sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:
While from the morrow after the seventh sabbath shall ye number fifty days; and ye shall offer a
new meat offering unto YHWH. Leviticus 23:15-16.
These are weeks as reckoned on YHWH’s calendar, not the Gregorian (Roman Catholic)
calendar. Yah’s weeks do not include new moon days. See the short study at this link:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/03-QT-ThreeDistinctDays.pdf. Consider the
following calendar. The Sabbaths are in Red, the New Moon days are in Blue. As odd as it
sounds, the New Moon days are never included in the seven day week in Scripture....
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Count underlined days. The 29th day of the 4th month is Feast of Weeks, here’s another witness.
Exodus 19:1 says that the children of Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th day of the third month.
Please read the context. This passage says that Israel arrived at the Wilderness of Sinai the
“same day” of [of the third] month that they left the land of Egypt [two months earlier]. If you’ll
remember, Israel got as far as Succoth the 15th, but actually left the land of Egypt the on the 16th.
Please read Numbers 33:3-6
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Here is yet another witness that Israel arrived at Mt. Sinai on the 16th day of the third month:
And it happened in the first year of the exodus of the children of Israel out of Egypt, in the 3 rd
month, on the 16th of this month, and YHWH spoke to Moshe saying: “Ascend to me here on the
mountain, and I will give to thee the two stone tablets of the law and the commandments; as I
have written them, thou shalt make them known.” Jubilees 1:1.
Israel's arrival date, the 16th of Sivan (the third month) is well past the date that Bro. Breetzke
calls the Feast of Weeks which occurs the 6th, 7th or 8th of Sivan (depending on who is counting).
It is HE who assumes that Feast of Weeks is when the law was handed down from Sinai. It was,
just not when Breetzke says. Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th which is the 1st day of the week
and Moses was immediately summoned up the mount. YHWH told Moses to go back down the
mountain and to tell the people to consecrate themselves for on the third day of the week (the
18th) He would come down on the mount in a cloud...
And YHWH said unto Moses, Go unto the people, and sanctify them today and tomorrow, and let
them wash their clothes,
And be ready against the third day: for the third day YHWH will come down in the sight of all
the people upon mount Sinai. Exodus 19:10-11
Look at the context (verse 10). Today, tomorrow and the third day comprises the three days in
question. YHWH calls the 18th day of the month the third day. If the 18th is the third day, then
the 16th is the first day, proving that the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of this month were the
weekly seventh day Sabbath.
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At the set time, YHWH comes down from heaven and the Ten Words came thundering down the
mount, (Exodus 20:1-17). The people drew back in fear so YHWH calls Moses up and verbally
gives him the remaining part of the covenant. In Exodus 24:1-3 we find Moses giving an oral
dissertation of what he heard on the mount and the children of Israel agreeing to the terms of the
covenant. Moses then spends that night (of the 18th) writing down the terms of the covenant.
The next morning (the day of the 19th) Moses rose and built an altar, offered sacrifices and then
read the terms of the covenant to the people who once again agree to the terms, (Exodus 24:4-7).
After this, Moses is again called up on Mount Sinai where he stayed 40 days and 40 nights.
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Notice that in Leviticus 23 we are told to count “seven Sabbaths complete” and here we are told
to count 40 days and 40 nights. By counting 40 days and nights, we must count even the new
moon days, because they ARE days. However, when counting “Sabbaths complete” we only
count a complete six work day/Sabbath sequence, not the days of the rebuilding of the moon
which Scripture excludes from the work week.
Now, from the 19th of the third month, if you count the 40 underlined days on the calendar model
above, you again end up on the 29th of the fourth month. For evidence that the 29th day of the
4th month is a feast day—see Exodus 32:1-6. Aaron knew it was a feast day for it was his job as
high priest to proclaim the feasts of YHWH; he just celebrated it the wrong way and YHWH was
wroth. On this same day (the day Aaron said was a feast unto YHWH) Moses came down the
mountain with the tables of the covenant, Exodus 32:7-20.
Not to be lost is the fact that the Law was indeed delivered at Feast of Weeks, in written form,
not orally on the 6th of Sivan, as Israel did not arrive at Sinai until the 16th day of the third month.
At the end of the 40 days and 40 nights, Moses received the tablets of stone, Deuteronomy 9:11.
Granted, Moses broke them in a fit of rage, but the Law was indeed sent down the Mount to the
people at “Pentecost.” This cannot be overlooked and should not be lightly regarded or ignored.
Please also note that this is one of the many views within the lunar sabbath community. There is
certainly no cosistancy (sic) in this false doctrine as none of them can agree on many points, they
are all trying to defend their belief without any facts. That is why they all have very different
oppinions. (sic)
I will not apologize for the other Lunar Sabbath keepers that cannot get their facts straight. I
have to believe that they were newbies to the movement and perhaps not seasoned enough to
defend their faith. That will not be an issue with me.
These folks were not in agreement because they were coming to the Lunar Sabbath movement
with differing backgrounds, carrying different burdens, walking a different path. It is said that
all roads lead to Rome. All Israel has been scattered to the 4 corners of the earth, becoming the
part of many different nations, beliefs, religions etc. So the road home, the road truth seekers
will take will lead TO truth. And they will have to jettison most of their beliefs along the way as
they have been indoctrinated in the lies and traditions of men. It makes me angry that men like
Breetzke judge the doctrine of others by their ability to prove what they believe. This is like
estimating what degree a person will graduate college with based on their first grade scores.
If Breetzke thinks he is so high and mighty, let's see how he fares against a man who CAN
defend the Lunar Sabbath. How has he done so far?
As soon as you accept the true Scriptural calendar, then there are no inconsistancies (sic) or
disagreements among its followers as it is very plain and easy to understand.
Really? It will not at all be my pleasure to expose Breetzke to be the very thing he accused the
New Lunar Sabbath keepers of. So far he has accused us of "many false teachings and false
doctrines that were/are created by men which does (sic) not appear in the Scriptures, Hebrew
culture or source documentation." He says he has "not gotten one piece of evidence from them
to even consider the Lunar Sabbath to be true", and that our theories are "totally incorrect."
Watch now. This may not be fun or entertaining, but it will be educational.
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I was raised a satyrday Sabbath keeper (4th generation), so I am fluent in that language.
Breetzke says there are no inconsistencies with satyrday Sabbath observance and that it is very
plain and easy to understand. If so, then please explain the following...
The solar only calendar that satyrday is found in is a man-made invention, and I agree, it tracks
time VERY well. But it is not the calendar in Genesis 1:14. And I would argue that the
Gregorian (although called a solar calendar) is not even that. The entire thing is a contrived,
convoluted mess. The days in Scripture are not midnight to midnight. The sun is not out at
midnight either. So much for a solar regulated day in the Gregorian calendar.
The weeks in Scripture are not every seven days in succession. The Gregorian calendar weeks
are not linked to the sun either. The sun is not on a 7 day cycle. Cycles have to be hinged to
something stationary or a revolution that has a distinct starting point so one will know where
they ARE in the cycle. Can you go outside, look at the sun and tell me whether it is a Sabbath or
satyrday? Nope. So much for a solar week.
The months in Scripture are lunar. In fact the English word month is from an older time when
this was a recognized fact. The word month comes from moonth, leaving a lunar legacy on a
modern segment of time that is completely divorced from it's lunar origin. Are the Gregorian
months linked to any solar cycle? Nope. So much for a solar month.
The years in Scripture are from Spring to Spring (Abib to Abib actually). Sure, the Spring
Equinox is the sign in the cosmos that spring has begun and this is a solar measurement, but in
Scripture, the new moon of the first lunar month was also in the equation, so the year in Scripture
is a lunar-solar event. The Gregorian year begins January 1, in the dead of winter. Is there any
significant solar event to announce Jan 1? Nope. So much for a solar year.
The Gregorian calendar is a fraud. It is a complete lying, fraud, claiming to be a solar calendar
when in reality it is based solely upon the vain machinations of carnal men. The pagan seven
day planetary week (that was adopted by Rome) was created for the express purpose of
worshipping false deities.
Consider this. Everyone knows that the feasts of YHWH in Scripture are based on the lunar
calendar of ancient Israel. Why, then, do you keep the weekly Sabbath on a day that is found
ONLY in the pagan planetary week, rather than the calendar established in Scripture? Especially
when the weekly Sabbath is identified as a mo'edim (set feast, appointed time) in Leviticus 23
right before the annual feasts are identified.
So the Gregorian calendar (circa 1582) is false, not the calendar of Scripture. And I am not even
CLOSE to done being through exposing the Gregorian calendar. Now, lets get down and dirty...
1. Where does it say in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath?
2. Where does it say in Scripture that the Sabbath is every seventh day in succession, in an
unbroken cycle of seven day weeks?
Give an answer for the two simple questions above and this issue goes away. Simple as that.
Not only can Breetzke NOT answer these questions, there is a LOT more…
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3. Every weekly Sabbath that can be date identified in Scripture falls on either the 8th, 15th,
22nd or 29th day of the (lunar) month. This cannot happen with the current solar calendar; this
does however occur on a lunar-solar calendar though. Can you find a single weekly Sabbath in
Scripture that falls on a date other than these?
4. Read Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12 and 20:20 and understand that the Sabbath is not only a
sign [Hebrew word owth] but also an appointed time [Hebrew word mo'edim] as discovered in
Genesis 1:14, Psalm 104:19, and Leviticus 23:1-3. Genesis 1:14 clearly says that either the sun
or moon will regulate these calendar events, signs (owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and
years. Can you go outside, look at the sun and tell whether it is either satyrday or the Sabbath?
If not, you are relying on the wrong light. Try the other one.
5. The new moon days never fall during the common week; they are a third category of day.
Ezekiel 46:1 says that the gate to the temple is shut on all SIX working days, but open on the
Sabbath and new moon. Last month, new moon was on a w -day (when this was written). If the
tabernacle were still here and I asked you, “Would the gate have been open or shut?”, how would
you answer? If you say open because it is new moon day, I would respond that w-day is a work
day, it must be shut. If you agreed, “Of course w-day is a work day, it must be shut.” I’d reply,
“But friend, it is new moon, it must be open.” You have no correct answer because you are
applying a pagan/papal/Roman/solar-only/man-made calendar to this Scriptural calendar event.
Isaiah 66:23, II Kings 4:18-23, Amos 8:5 are three more witnesses that the new moon cannot
fall on one of the six work days.
I have seen and used a few different calendar illustrations, but the model below more accurately
shows the uniqueness, presenting new moon as the third category of day better. The days of the
work week are in purple. The new moon days are in blue, the Sabbaths (the seventh day of the
week) are in red, the green numbers indicate order of the number of the days of the work week.
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6. The 14th day of Abib is always the preparation day for first day of Unleavened Bread. Abib
14 floats on our current version of the Roman calendar. Abib 10 is the day to purchase a lamb if
you don't already own one. Abib 10 floats on the Roman calendar. The fact is that the 10th,
14th and 16th of Abib are, without exception, commanded work days. The barley could be
harvested on the 16th only after the Wave Sheaf had been offered and accepted, Leviticus 23:914. If there is a continuous 7 day cycle, every few years either the 10th, 14th or 16th will fall on
a satyrday. In fact, satyrday fell on Abib 10 in 2003. Satyrday fell on the 14th of Abib in 2004,
2008 and 2011. Satyrday fell on the 16th of Abib in 2002, 2006 and 2009. There is no
legislation provided to do these tasks a day early or late in case these days "just happen" to fall
on the Sabbath, these work dates are fixed. YHWH never has Israel do common work on a rest
day, and did not here either. These days will never fall on the Sabbath, yet they will fall on your
satyrday every few years. Can you explain this?
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7. The battle of Jericho was a seven day event. Every able bodied Israelite male took with him
every available weapon at his disposal. The priests even carried with them the sacred Ark of the
Covenant. In this battle/siege, Israel is on the offensive, they are the aggressors. Read the
account in Joshua 6. Only Joshua knew it would be a 7 day affair, the men were told they would
attack when Joshua gave them the signal. These soldiers were marching around Jericho for
seven days in attack mode, on a full tilt adrenalin rush, not knowing for sure when the signal
would come. Which day was the Sabbath? Did YHWH ever send Israel into battle on the
Sabbath? The battle of Jericho is more a calendar statement than it is about the conquest of
Canaan. How do I know this? Simple. Israel had JUST come out of the wilderness after a 40
year sojourn, having to relearn the law (including the Sabbath) of Yah. Do you suppose that the
VERY first thing YHWH commanded Israel to do would be to break the Sabbath with a 7 day
siege? If the Sabbath is every seventh day in an unbroken cycle, then ONE of the days Israel
marched around Jericho had to have been the weekly Sabbath. You think about this. If you are
interested in knowing how they took Jericho WITHOUT breaking the Sabbath, ask (or look at
the calendar model above). It is so simple a child can figure it out. Let me know your response
on this one, OK?
And it was in the second month, on the first day of the month, that YHWH said to Joshua, Rise up,
behold I have given Jericho into thy hand with all the people thereof; and all your fighting men
shall go round the city, once each day, thus shall ye do for six days.
And on the seventh day they went round the city seven times, and the priests blew upon trumpets.
Jasher 88:14, 17
8. You cannot count backward by 7 to any of the years accepted by scholars for the crucifixion
[30, 31 or 33 A.D.] and find a friday, satyrday, sunday crucifixion weekend. There are two
reasons for this. 1. In the first century, Israel was still observing the natural calendar established
at Creation. 2. Nature [the cycle of the moon] does not lie. Rome was not using the current
calendar in the first century either. They had an 8 day market calendar called the Roman
Republican Calendar. Since Israel was not using the Julian or Gregorian calendar in the first
century (Hint: the current calendar, the Gregorian calendar, was not invented until 1582) and
Rome was using an 8 day weekly calendar, why do you assume that the crucifixion was on a fday followed by a satyrday in the grave and a s-day resurrection? Rome did not officially adopt
the pagan seven day planetary week, which is still in use today, until 321 A.D.
Now let us see what the real count to Shavuot is
To get a good idea of what and when Shavuot is, we need to look at the Hebrew meaning of the
word, and also learn what Shavuot is all about. When we put these ‘clues’ together, you will see
that the Lunar Sabbath is so silly and the people who follow it do not follow what the Torah of
YHWH teaches, but are disobedient to the Word of YHWH.
Strong words. Shall we see if the clues come together for him?
Let us have a look at what Shavuot represents. We need to go to the Scriptures to learn about this
as the Scriptures are the ultimate authority as it is the Word of the Almighty.
We finally agree on something. Do you think he will recant when Scripture contradicts him?
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“And from the morrow after the Sabbath (That falls within the feast of unleavened bread
Matzot), from the day that you brought the sheaf of the wave offering, you shall count for
yourselves: seven completed Sabbaths. Until the morrow after the seventh Sabbath you
count fifty days, then you shall bring a new grain offering to ( יהוהYHWH)” (Lev 23:15-16)
Here we can see exactly when Shavuot is. As it clearly states that the count of fifty days will be
completed at the day after the seventh Sabbath, [That's not what it says at all.] we have to read
this with a Hebrew mindset and not an English mindset, a native Hebrew will always read it this
way as it is a Hebrew idiomatic phrase. [And a native Hebrew will translate this to While From
the morrow after the seventh Sabbath, not Until or Even Unto, because this count is about TIME,
not space. See definition of the word near the top of page 3.] We can even see this from the
actual word Shavuot (Hebrew character font). This word is a plural word for shavua, which
means “week”. It also comes from the root word “sheva” which means “seven” and “oath”. So
here we can see that Shavuot comes from the word “seven” and “week” meaning that the count
to Shavuot is a count of 7 weeks of 7 days each which is an oath given to us from YHWH
Himself, just like the Scriptures teach us. Then the Torah goes on to teach us that Shavuot is on
the day after the seventh Sabbath which MUST be the total of a 50 day count. (This is common
Hebrew thought and understanding).
No, the Torah does NOT teach that Shavuot is the day after the seventh Sabbath. Only a
mistranslation of the Hebrew and several hundred years of keeping the Catholic version of
Pentecost (on the day after the 7th Sabbath, supposedly 50 days from wavesheaf) causes people
to err in this fashion.
But let us do the maths quickly
7 days x 7 weeks = 49 days + the day after the 7th Sabbath = 50 days.
Yup. This is true. This is exactly how it works out on the Gregorian calendar. But the
command in Leviticus 23:15-16 was given over 3500 years ago. The Gregorian calendar is a
pagan/papal calendar was handed to man in 1582, about 435 years ago. Doesn't that seem odd to
anyone other than me?
Hey, this works out 100% according to how the Torah teaches us to work out when Shavuot is,
EVERY SINGLE TIME. [Bro. Breetzke's lying to you. Problem is, he does not even know it,
yet he feels qualified to correct those who know the truth.] Now the maths (sic) for the lunar
Sabbath will never work out this way.
Let us do the maths (sic) for the lunar Sabbath.
7 days x 7 weeks = 49 days + day after 7th sabbath + new moon day + conjunction day = 52 days
+ another 50 days = 102 days. (Even if you do not add the extra 50 days, it still does not add up
to 50 days)
And here the wheels fall off for our intrepid satyday Sabbath keeper. He insists on applying the
rules of Gregorian time (established by the Pope) to the Calendar established at Creation (by
YHWH).
In case you missed it the first time, let me elaborate. New Moon days are NOT COUNTED as
week days with the Creation Calendar. Please follow along and I will spell it out in more detail...
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Israel did not recognize New Moon day as a day of the week. Ezekiel 46:1 proves that new
moon day is a third category of day, not counted as a week day. The temple gate is shut during
each and every one of the SIX working days, but it is opened each and every Sabbath and new
moon. And Bro. Breetzke cannot answer for the equation presented in #5 on page 8 above.
Amos 8:5, Isaiah 66:23 and II Kings 4:23 also prove that the days of set-apart convocation
(Sabbaths and new moon days) belong in a separate category, apart from the six common work
days.
Amos: The unscrupulous venders are seeking to cheat the Israelites, but it is Sabbath and new
moon. Israel won't come out to buy their wares until it is a work day.
Isaiah: We will worship YHWH on the Sabbaths and new moon days, not on work days.
II Kings: The boy collapses in the field, his mother races out, scoops him up and runs inside.
There the boy dies in her lap. So she runs upstairs, places the boy on Elisha's bed, then runs to
her husband asking permission to take a donkey and a servant with her to go see the prophet. To
which he inquires, It is neither New Moon, nor Sabbath, why do you want to go see him today?
Where was the man? In his field. What was he doing? Working.
Put the new moon day back in its rightful place in the lunar cycle, and suddenly (IF one is going
outside and LOOKING at the Creator’s clock--the lights in the heavens) the Sabbaths will be
announced by quarter phase moons before the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of each lunar
cycle. There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that the Sabbath is EVERY 7th day in
succession. There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath. Scripture
says that the Sabbath is the seventh day of the week. Period. But whose week? Yah’s week or
the pagan/papal planetary week?
Bro. Breetzke plugs the information in Leviticus 23:15-16 into the Gregorian calendar and
comes up with a different answer than those of us who plug that data into the Creation Calendar,
and he has the gall to take us to task for this. Please reexamine the calendar model on page 4
above. There are three HUGE problems for Bro. Breetzke and satyrday Sabbath keepers. My
responses to these issues will be in purple italic.
1. Breetzke calls the 6th day of the third month the morrow after the seventh Sabbath.
Jubilees 1:1 (a Hebrew historical document or "source document" that Breetzke says we
have no supporting data from) says Israel did not arrive at Mt. Sinai the 16th day of the
third month. Seems to me that the source documents do not support Bro. Breetzke.
2. Breetzke has to find a satyrday in the week of Unleavened Bread, and call the day afterward
the first day of the count toward Shavuot.
This FORCES Shavuot to not always land on the 6th day of the third month because he is
counting Gregorian weeks in a Hebrew feast. The Scriptrual Hebrew feasts are tied to the
lunar months and fall on certain numbered dates within those lunar months. Breetzke is
FORCING a sliding satyrday (that can occur at any time during the feast) to be the initiator
to his count. And the ONLY way for the 6th day of the third month to be Shavuot (every
year) is if satyrday falls on Abib 15 every year.
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If you do not believe me, simply ignore that this calendar is in the Creation Calendar model
and number the days that are underlined. Remember, the feasts are based on
Scriptural/Hebrew time...
1………….. 1st Month
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
wave sheaf > 16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1…………… 2nd Month
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
1………….. 3rd Month
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
A satyrday on ANY OTHER DAY than Abib 15, will push Shavuot from 1 to 6 days PAST the
6th day of the third month. Naturally, Breetzke has never considered this, showing the
shallowness of his examination of the evidence. And I am far from done here...
Leviticus 23:5-11 proves that Abib 14 is Passover, Abib 15 is the Sabbath of Unleavened
Bread (see verse 7 and 11), and Abib 16 is the morrow after the Sabbath, which is H7676, a
weekly Sabbath. Verse 7 gives certain details about Abib 15 (all of which are Sabbath
designations), and then CALLED a Sabbath in verse 11. Here is another historical/source
document that supports the Lunar Sabbath position and destroys Breetzke's...
Please understand that Josephus is writing to a non-Israelite audience. In The Antiquities
of the Jews, Book 3, Chapter 10, section 5, he has this to say about the Passover season:
(248) “In the month of Xanthicus, which is by us called Nisan, and is the beginning of the
year, on the fourteenth day of the lunar month, when the sun is in Aries (for in this month it
was that we were delivered from bondage under the Egyptians, and law ordained that we
should every year slay that sacrifice which I before told you we slew when we came out of
Egypt, and which was called the Passover; and so we do celebrate this Passover in
companies, leaving nothing of what we sacrifice till the day following. (249) The feast of
unleavened bread succeeds that of the Passover, and falls on the fifteenth day of the month
and continued seven days, wherein they feed on unleavened bread… (250) But on the
second day of unleavened bread, which is the sixteenth day of the month, they first partake of
the fruits of the earth, for before that day, they do not touch them. …. (251) They take a
handful of ears, and dry them, then beat them small and purge the barley from the bran; they
then bring one tenth deal to the altar, to Elohim; and, casting one handful of it upon the fire
they leaven the rest for use of the priest; and after this it is that they may publicly or
privately reap their harvest.”
Nissan, used after the Babylonian exile, is another name for Abib, the first Hebrew month.
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Josephus is explaining to the Gentile nations how the barley could be harvested on the 16 th,
and says exactly what Leviticus 23 says about the feast of Passover, Unleavened Bread and
wavesheaf.
In the fourteenth day of the first month at even is YHWH’s passover.
And on the fifteenth day of the same month is the feast of unleavened bread unto YHWH:
seven days ye must eat unleavened bread.
In the first day ye shall have an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.
But ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto YHWH seven days: in the seventh day is an
holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.
And YHWH spake unto Moses, saying,
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, When ye be come into the land which
I give unto you, and shall reap the harvest thereof, then ye shall bring a sheaf of the
firstfruits of your harvest unto the priest:
And he shall wave the sheaf before YHWH, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the
sabbath the priest shall wave it. Leviticus 23:5-11

The 14th is Passover, the 15th is the first day of and the Sabbath of Unleavened Bread, and
the morrow AFTER the Sabbath is wavesheaf. The day after the 15th is the 16th.
3. Breetzke includes the New Moon days in his seven week count, because he numbers 50 days
from wavesheaf when he was instructed to count Sabbaths. Seven of them to be exact.
Please examine the calendar model on page 4 above. We were not instructed to count days
from wavesheaf, but if you do, you would be forced to number New Moon days because they
ARE days. This is how Breetzke and others like him come to call the 6th day of the third
month Shavuot. The issue here is that we were not told to number days from wavesheaf, only
7 Sabbaths. Those Sabbaths and the weeks they conclude are Creation Calendar weeks, not
pagan/papal/Gregorian weeks, thus the rules regarding the Calendar of Scripture must be
followed, meaning that New Moon days are NOT numbered when counting weeks. In fact, it
means that the Gregorian calendar must be abandoned completely since all the feasts are
established within the confines of the Creation Calendar.
This just does not work out according to the requirement of the Torah. (This alone should be
proof that the lunar Sabbath is totally false)
I'm trying not to laugh here. Will someone please tell Bro. Breetzke that he does err, not
knowing the Scriptures?
Let us look at another point of view, “In the third month after the children of Yisraĕl had
come out of the land of Mitsrayim, on this day they came to the Wilderness of Sinai” (Exodus
19:1). Here we can see, if we read further, that the Ten Words (Commandments) were given
during this month. Notice here that it was in the third month, that the ‘Torah’ was given to the
Israelites. Here the Ten Commandments were spoken the men of Yisra’el directly from YHWH
Himself. All the men of Yisra’el heard the voice of YHWH as he spoke these words to them.
Indeed.
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Now I have had one of the lunar Sabbath followers ask me where it is written that the giving of
the Torah is connected to Shavuot? Really? No wonder these people follow such silly false
teachings, because they do not have any knowledge of the Torah whatsoever.
Silly? There is no text that links them directly, it is only by inference that we can link Shauvot to
the receiving of the Torah from Mt Sinai. Breetzke infers that these events can only be identified
on the Gregorian calendar (that was not invented for another 3000+ years), Lunar Sabbatarians
infer these events to have taken place within the confines of the Creation Calendar.
With both eyes open and his arms and hands flailing, Breetzke says Shavuot is sometime within
the first week of the third Hebrew month, the day Israel received the Ten Commandments from
Mt. Sinai. With one eye closed and one arm tied behind my back, I have proved, and will
continue to prove that Israel observed Shavuot on the 29th day of the 4th Hebrew month, the day
Aaron called a chag.
If Shavuot is not about the giving of the Torah (Ten Words) to the Israelites, then what is it about?
What Jewish sect, or Torah followers do not read Exodus 19-20 on Shavuot? Even the other
lunar Sabbath guys proclaim this (There is no unity within this false teaching as it is one big
confusing mess).
If Shavuot is about giving the Torah (Ten Words), then why does Breetzke call Shavuot on the
6th, 7th or 8th day of the third month when Scripture and history reveal that Israel did not even
arrive at Mt. Sinai until the 16th, and did not hear the Ten Commandments thunder down the
mountain until the 18th day of the third month?
And, for the record, there is no unity in christianity, churchianity, or feast keeping either. That is
not a deterrent for those searching out and studying truth. I don't doubt for a moment that there
are some individuals who are confused while they are learning the Creation Calendar. As they
get on this path, they have no idea how many have trod before them or the wealth of evidence
that is in their favor. That is not the fault of those who have engaged Bro. Breetzke. The fault
lies with him, who opened his mouth before he examined the evidence...
He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him. Proverbs
18:13

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, what is worse? Not quite being able to defend the truth, or
being capable of defending a lie? I will stand on record as saying that there is ALWAYS
harmony in the truth. The weekly Sabbaths in Scripture are on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days
of the lunar months, and EVERY verse in Scripture that you put to the test will bear this out. I
have shown this to be true, and I am not yet done with this rebuttal.
Well, it is just a few ignorant people within the lunar Sabbath sect that believe this. The rest
believe that Shavuot is calculated as 7 complete Sabbaths plus an extra 50 days. They say that
Shavuot must fall in the 4th moon (or month) as that is when Mosheh came down from the
mountain with the Tablets where the Ten Commandments were written on. They also say this is
when Aaron declared a festival for the people of Yisra’el. But let us examine this in a little more
detail.
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What really happened on that day when Mosheh came down from the mountain with the Tablets
of stone in his hands? And what feast did Aaron declare at that time? Once we learn these things,
we can see exactly who the lunar Sabbath people are following and what feasts they keep.
I could not have set the table better myself. Carry on brother...
We can find al (sic) these things in Sh’mot (Exodus) 32, let us read together, “And when the
people saw that Mosheh was so long in coming down from the mountain, the people gathered
together to Aaron, and said to him, “Arise, make us mighty ones who go before us. For this
Mosheh, the man who brought us up out of the land of Mitsrayim, we do not know what has
become of him.” And Aaron said to them, “Take off the golden earrings which are in the ears of
your wives, your sons, and your daughters, and bring them to me.”
“And all the people took off the golden earrings which were in their ears, and brought them to
Aaron. And he took this from their hand, and he formed it with an engraving tool, and made a
moulded calf. And they said, “This is your mighty one, O Yisra’ĕl, that brought you out of the
land of Mitsrayim!” (Exodus 32:1-4)

Here we can see that Aaron made a golden calf for the nation of Yisra’el to worship. Let us read
further, “And Aaron saw and built an altar before it. And Aaron called out and said,
“Tomorrow is a festival to ( יהוהYHWH).” And they rose early on the next day, and offered
burnt offerings, and brought peace offerings. And the people sat down to eat and drink, and rose
up to play” (Exodus 32:5-6)
And do you see that word "festival"? That is not the Hebrew word mo'edim (set feast, appointed
time), that is the Hebrew word chag, (H2282) which is used 62 times in Scripture and is only
used to refer to the pilgrimage feast days found in Exodus 23:14-17 the second of which is
Shavuot, the feast in question. Remember this fact.
Aaron went as far as to call the golden calf by the Name of YHWH, and declared a festival in
honor of the golden calf. What do you think YHWH thought of this what the people had done?
Let us see, “And ( יהוהYHWH) said to Mosheh, “Go, get down! For your people whom you
brought out of the land of Mitsrayim (Egypt) have corrupted themselves. “They have turned
aside quickly out of the way which I commanded them. They have made themselves a moulded
calf, and have bowed themselves to it and slaughtered to it, and said, ‘This is your mighty one, O
Yisra’ĕl, who brought you out of the land of Mitsrayim (Egypt)!” (Exodus 32:7-8)
Indeed, what did YHWH think? And what was said to Aaron? Was he corrected on the day he
called a feast to YHWH? Absolutely NOT. The only charge levied against him was that the
people corrupted themselves, worshipping a false god. THAT'S IT!!! If this was just any
random day or a pagan festival date, wouldn't that have been brought against Aaron?
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So the people who were feasting were those that corrupted themselves and followed after things
that the Almighty specifically told them not to do. YHWH even wanted to destroy them
completely, but Mosheh convinced Him not to do so (Exodus 32:10-14).
Let me say this again. Aaron was the high priest; it was his job to call the festivals of YHWH.
He got the right date but the wrong god, and Israel was nearly destroyed for it. Ladies and
gentlemen of the jury, getting the right date and the wrong god is bad enough. How does this
compare to worshiping the correct Deity on the wrong feast date? Will Israel be edified or
eventually destroyed for this rebellion? And will you then thank Bro. Breetzke for his slothful
presentation of the evidence or turn and rend him limb from limb? It is because of the doctrines
of the churches and men like this that there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Now when Mosheh came down from the mountain with the two Tablets of stone, where the Ten
Commandments were written, did he give them to Yisra’el, did Yisra’el receive the Torah on this
day, as the lunar Sabbath people claim? Let us see what the Torah teaches us about that, “And
Mosheh turned and went down from the mountain, and in his hand were the two tablets of the
Witness, tablets written on both their sides, written on the one and on the other. And the tablets
were the work of Elohim, and the writing was the writing of Elohim engraved on the tablets”
(Exodus 32:15-16). So Mosheh did have the Tablets of the Commandments with him. Let us
read further.
“And it came to be, as soon as he came near the camp, that he saw the calf and the dancing. And
Mosheh’s displeasure burned, and he threw the tablets out of his hands and broke them at the
foot of the mountain” (Exodus 32:19). So as you can see, Mosheh was furious with the people
and threw down the Tablets and broke them. So did Yisra’el receive the Torah or the Ten
Commandments on this 4th month festival? Definitely not, and did this festival honor YHWH,
the true Elohim? Definitely not, it was in honor of a pagan golden calf.
Like I said, right day, wrong god. Aaron did not call a feast (chag) the day the Ten
Commandments rained down upon the people. And that day was certainly NOT the 6th, 7th or
8th day of the third month. The Father was very angry and very specific about the charges
against the guilty and the day Aaron called a chag was never brought up.
If you read on, you will see that Mosheh destroyed the golden calf, ground it up, threw it into the
water and made the people drink the water. He also commanded the death of about three
thousand men that day.
And how many will die as a result of following Bro. Breetzke's instructions? I have not yet
scratched the surface in defending the Lunar Sabbath. Has Breetzke yet scratched the Lunar
Sabbath? Nay, he has yet brought a single valid charge against it. The only thing he has been
able to bring against the Lunar Sabbath is that Lunar Sabbath keepers are not in agreement on
every point. And how is that a detriment against the doctrine? The Papacy removed the second
commandment and split the ninth to maintain the number 10. Should we all disregard the 10
Commandments because there is disunity on the subject? How foolish is that for an argument?
Now we know that Shavuot is in the 3rd month (moon), and NOT in the 4th month, so let us do
the maths (sic) again. Let us say that the start of the count is from the middle of chag Matzot (the
Feast of unleaven bread) (sic) the 18 Aviv (first month).
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(click here to see when the start of the count to Shavuot begins) Breetzke's link, not mine.
We KNOW that Shavuot is in the 3rd month? And how do we know this? Has Breetzke proven
this point yet? I'm sorry friends, but not only do the two separate counts (50 and 40 days) lead to
the 29th day of the 4th month (a summer feast), nature proves that the wheat in Scripture is also a
summer harvest. All the feasts were centered around one of the great harvests in Israel, barley
for Passover/Unleavened Bread, wheat for Shavuot or Feast of Weeks, and the final harvest for
Tabernacles. Pay attention...
Can a “summer” Pentecost be proven by either the historical record or in the natural world? Yes.
Read Nehemiah 12:44. There are only three times in the year when Israel was to bring a tithe of
first fruits. Unleavened Bread, Feast of Weeks and the Feast of Harvest or Tabernacles. Which
feast time is Nehemiah in reference to here? Nehemiah 13:5 and 13:12 tells us that new wine
and oil was also offered at this time. This is, by default, the tithe of Feast of Weeks because
nature proves that the new wine (grapes) and oil (olives) are summer harvests. Nehemiah 13:15
even records that the sheaves were being brought in from the fields along with wine and grapes.
In Joel 2:15-19 and 2:24, he speaks of a time when wheat is still on the threshing floor while
new wine and new oil are in the vats. See also Haggai 1:10-11, Numbers 18:11-12. Early June
(the 6th of Sivan) is still the spring of the year. The grapes and olives are summer crops, not
spring. This is an issue that Breetzke must resolve, and he was unaware that there was even a
problem (because he did not bother to examine the evidence, ALL of it).
In the natural world it takes wheat more than 50 days to reach maturity. Now there are some
who say that the wheat spoken of for the Feast of Weeks is sown in the fall along with the barely
and matures a few weeks after the barley is harvested. And yes, this would permit a wheat
harvest on or about the 6th day of the third month. The problem with this theology is that there
are too many witnesses placing the wheat harvest late in the fourth month or in the summer.
This is the type of “contradiction” that sets Bereans searching for answers. The answers are
found in both Scripture and the natural world.
Nature: The compelling fact is that there are 2 types of wheat. Winter wheat is planted in late
fall and takes 7 months to mature (about early June), then there is spring wheat (planted in the
spring) which takes 4 months to mature. (<Remember this). Which one was planted in Exodus
9 and is referred to for Feast of Weeks? We agree that maybe both types of wheat are now
planted in the Middle East. But this doesn’t answer the second part of the question above.
Scripture: Let’s examine Exodus 9:18-35 and the plague of hail that destroyed Egypt. In
verses 31-32 we will find our answer. The flax was ready to harvest and the barley was near
ready. Both crops were a total loss. When sown, winter wheat very quickly sends up a 4-6 inch
blade of grass which winters over, then as the days get longer and warmer, it begins to mature.
The wheat was not destroyed in the plague of hail because it was “not grown up”. The Hebrew
for this phrase means hidden or in the dark. By calculating the time between plagues, the hail
fell on or about the 10th day of Abib. The significance of this is that the wheat in question had
just been sown a short time before the plague and had not yet germinated. It was hidden in the
dark, buried in the earth.
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This phrase “hidden in the dark” does not mean that the wheat grass was dark green (not ready to
harvest) and somehow survived the hail. Scripture does not permit this understanding. At the
time of the barley harvest, winter wheat would already be sending up stalks. Said another way, it
would be very much above ground. If in doubt, notice that “every herb of the field” was also
smitten, Exodus 9:22-25. Strong’s concordance (H# 6212) says that this word herb means “to
glisten (or be green); grass (or any tender shoot): grass, herb.” If the winter wheat had not yet
sent up a stalk, it was certainly in grass form, and therefore would have been destroyed by the
hail. The Torah says that the wheat was not destroyed. So what wheat was used for Feast of
Weeks? Regardless of what type is traditionally held, this wheat is indisputably spring wheat.
Now that we have established that the ancient wheat crop was planted in Spring followed by a
Summer harvest, would you like to see if I can provide any other witnesses?
Speaking of the ancient Near East, The Historical Atlas of the Bible, page 11, says this…
“Cereals were the main agricultural crops, as wheat and barley are indigenous to the region.
Barley was a currency in Mesopotamia as early as 2000 BC. Modern bread wheat is a hybrid
crop, but the ancient native emmer wheat is still grown widely as it is much hardier.”
Do you suppose that emmer wheat was also planted in ancient Egypt?
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmer says: “Emmer [Triticum dicoccum] had a
special place in ancient Egypt, where it was the main wheat cultivated in
Pharaonic times….”
Care to guess when emmer wheat is planted and harvested? Early Spring,
and amazingly it is harvested 16-20 weeks [4-5 months] after being sown.
Which can be learned here: www.bountifulgardens.org/Wheat-Red-EmmerOrganic/productinfo/GWH-7525/.
http://archaeology.about.com/od/eterms/qt/Emmer-Wheat.htm says this:
“The earliest evidence of the use of emmer wheat is from the site of Ohalo II,
where hunter-gatherers collected wild emmer [thousands of] years ago, on
the shore of the sea of Galilee in what is today Israel.”
Friends, I’m not making this up. Remember what I said about there always being harmony in
the truth? Why is it that all the evidence in nature and Scripture points to a summer harvest for
Shavuot, not a day early in the third month? I’ve been able to read since I was 5-6 years old.
Would you consider what I’ve presented above to be something akin to rocket science, or
something a 5-6 year old child COULD have understood had he or she had read about it? And I
have barely begun to defend the Lunar Sabbath.
18th of the first month + 30 days = 18th of second month + 20 days = 7th or 8th of the THIRD
MONTH. (30 +20 = 50)
See what I told you? Breetzke understands that a satyrday floats through the Feast of
Unleavened Bread and realizes that HE can control the date on which his version of Shavuot falls,
in this case either the 7th or 8th, by assuming that satyrday falls on either Abib 16 or 17, which
would push his 50 day count from wavesheaf back 1-2 days.
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I simply could not have written a better script if I wished to prove that someone does err, not
knowing the Scriptures.
Hey look…. Once again, we have a perfect calculation according to the requirements of the
Torah for when Shavuot is. [Perfect calculation? Presenting the Catholic version of Pentecost is
more like low hanging fruit--easy and convenient. The good fruit requires a bit more effort.]
Can we get to this Torah requirement by using the lunar Sabbath calculation? Well let us do the
maths (sic) and see where we land up.
18th of the first month + 30 days = 18th of second month + 22 days = 9th or 10th of the third month
+ 50 more days = 28th or 29th of the Fourth month or the 1st of the Fifth month (and could even
be later if the conditions allow)
First of all, the count never begins on the 18th. Wavesheaf is on Abib 16, to which Scripture and
the historical record can attest. And the count looks like this...

2
9
wave sheaf > 16
23

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

2
morrow after >9
7th Sabbath
16
23

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1………….. 1st Month
8
15
22 <1st “Sabbath complete”
29 <2nd complete week
30
1…………… 2nd Month
8
<3rd complete week
15 <4th complete week
22 <5th complete week
29 <6th complete week
1………….. 3rd Month
8
<7th complete week
15
22
29
30
1………….. 4th Month
8
15
Feast of Weeks/Pentecost,
22
50 days from the morrow
29 <= after the Seventh Sabbath

Count underlined days. The 29th day of the 4th month is Feast of Weeks.
Oops, once again, this does not meet the Torah’s requirement at all. How can anyone who claims
to follow the Torah, continue to follow the false lunar Sabbath that does not meet any of the
Torah’s requirements? Only those who do not have a love for the truth will follow the lunar
Sabbath.
And WHICH requirement in Torah did we miss, Bro. Breetzke? Let's see, count seven Sabbaths?
Check. Recognize the morrow after the seventh Sabbath? Check. Number 50 days? Check.
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Oops, almost forgot--recognize Abib 15 as the Sabbath spoken of in Leviticus 23:5-11 and Abib
16 as the morrow after the Sabbath. Check.
Again, just what were the requirements that we missed? Bro. Breetzke, you did not number
seven Sabbaths from wavesheaf, you counted 50 days. You did not begin your 50 day count on
the morrow after the seventh Sabbath, you ENDED it. Will you please show your reading
audience again how your count met any of Torah's requirements?
So how is the Sabbath worked out?
The week is a continual cycle of 7 days without any interruptions like “new moon days” we can
know this just by the Hebrew word for week, which is “shavua”, and its root word is “sheva”
which just happens to be seven. The root word for Shabbat is also “sheva” proclaiming the 7th
day of the week to be the Sabbath. “Sheva” also has the meaning of “oath” proclaiming the
Sabbath to be an oath between YHWH and those who keep His 7th day Sabbath.
1. Where does it say in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath?
2. Where does it say in Scripture that the Sabbath is every seventh day in succession, in an
unbroken cycle of seven day weeks?
Jeremiah 10:2 says to not learn the way of the heathen. The week adopted by the Gregorian
calendar originated as the pagan seven day planetary week. The ONLY reason Breetzke and
every other satyrday Sabbath keeper claims that the Sabbath is on an unbroken cycle of seven
days is because they are LOOKING at the pagan/papal calendar with it's repeating seven day
weeks. Breetzke cannot explain why YHWH would embed His Sabbath the pagan/papal
Gregorian calendar while exclusively embedding His other feast days in the lunar-solar calendar
established at Creation. Nor can he explain how all the patriarchs and prophets were able to
keep the Sabbath throughout the Scriptures when satyrday is not mentioned in Scripture and was
not the seventh day of the week until A.D. 321 when Constantine venerated the day of the sun,
with sunday supplanting satyrday as the first day of the week and dropping satyrday all the way
to the last day of the week.
Here is a first century pagan planetary calendar and week...

saturn’s day, sun’s day, moon’s day, mars’ day, mercury’s day, jupiter’s day, venus’ day
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Rome ruled the world in the first century B.C., thus the Roman numerals, but this is not a Roman
calendar. This is a bona fide pagan seven day planetary week as it existed from 800-600 B.C.,
until A.D. 321 when Constantine venerated
the day of the sun. You see, Constantine
worshiped Mithra, the Persian version of the
sun god. He did not want the day of the sun
taking a back seat to saturn, so when he
venerated the day of the sun all he did was
bump satyrday from the coveted #1 position
in the week all the way to the seventh day,
which was vacated by all the other days
moving up one position in the weekly cycle,
permitting the sun’s day to hold the
preeminent position. The sketch above came
from this clay calendar tablet (at left).
You see, the dirty little secret is out. Satyrday was not the seventh day of the week anywhere on
the planet until A.D. 321, and then by virtue of Constantine, not the Creator Almighty, so it
certainly was NOT the Sabbath of Israel at any time in earth’s history.
Actually, I misspoke when I said that satyrday is never mentioned in Scripture...
I admit it, Israel worshiped on satyrday. But you have borne the tabernacle of your moloch [king]
and Chiun your images, the star of your god which you made for yourselves. Amos 5:26. Chiun
is the Hebrew word for Saturn. But that does not mean their worship was acceptable to YHWH.
In this verse Amos sees a day where Israel worships a star-god that they would make for
themselves which means that Israel would have been in apostasy at that time.
Stephen, in Acts 7:43 quotes Amos and is translated as Remphan, which is Greek for
Saturn. Satyrday is ONLY a day found on the pagan seven day planetary week. Satyrday was
the first day (not the seventh) of this pagan calendar week from at LEAST 800 B.C. and perhaps
further back. The Father’s calendar is found in the sun and moon (the two great lights), not in
the planets.
Why am I spelling it satyrday instead of saturn’s day? Because Saturn and the Satyr are both
linked to the same false system of worship.
Do this word study with your concordance. Isaiah 13:21 says… But wild beasts of the desert
shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and
satyrs shall dance there.
The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island, and the satyr shall
cry to his fellow; the screech owl also shall rest there, and find for herself a place of rest. Isaiah
34:14
In both cases, the Hebrew word here translated as satyr is Strong’s H8163.
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It would seem that the Father stopped Israel’s satyrday observance early on. Speaking to Israel
after their deliverance from Egypt, YHWH said… And they shall no more offer their sacrifices
unto devils, after whom they have gone a whoring. This shall be a statute for ever unto them
throughout their generations. Leviticus 17:7. Notice the word for devils (below).
And they shall no 3808 more 5750 offer 2076 (853) their sacrifices 2077 unto devils, 8163 after
310 whom 834 they 1992 have gone a whoring. 2181 This 2063 shall be 1961 a statute 2708
forever 5769 unto them throughout their generations. 1755
Same Hebrew word, H 8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam and his sons were later cursed for leading Israel BACK into idolatry. II Chronicles
11:15 says… And he [Jeroboam] ordained 5975 him priests 3548 for the high places, 1116 and
for the devils, 8163 and for the calves 5695 which 834 he had made. 6213
Same Hebrew word, H8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam brought back what YHWH had removed from Israel in Leviticus 17. And nearly
every time Jeroboam’s name is mentioned thereafter it is either prefaced or followed by the
statement, who has made my people Israel to sin. Amos reminded Israel of their satyrday
idolatry, Stephen repeated it and it got him killed.
Let me share with you why I believe it is a good idea to examine the foundation of the day that
most Sabbitarians call “Sabbath”. Watch for the bold blue font below because at least one
particular scholar DOES believe that satyrday worship is linked to saturn worship (and worse),
and he proves it VERY convincingly.
Ever heard of a dual counterfeit? Only the enemies of YHWH would accept an obvious
counterfeit, but for the more elect, the Adversary has a not-so-obvious counterfeit.
How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD be Almighty, follow Him: but if Ba’al, then
follow him. And the people answered him not a word. I Kings 18:21.
Ba’al is the obvious fraud, but what about “the LORD”? Every time you read LORD or GOD in all
capital letters in Scripture, the underlying Hebrew is YHWH, the Creator’s Name. Ba’al means
“Lord” in Hebrew. In Hebrew there is no deception, His Name is YHWH, (which is how the
Hebrew reads) but in English there is no right answer from which to choose, both mean Lord.
YHWH tells us to stop calling Him “my Lord” (Hosea 2:16-Baali means “my Lord”). Friends,
what we have here is a dual counterfeit; one is obvious, the other not-so-obvious.
Which day do YOU keep holy?
•

Sunday, the current first day of the pagan Roman/papal calendar

•

Saturday, the current seventh day of the pagan Roman/papal calendar.

I say “current” because these days were not always the first and seventh days of the week,
respectively.
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As a side note, I find it interesting that we pronounce the “n” in
woden’s day (Wednesday), but we don’t for “Saturn’s day”
(Saturday). Have you ever heard of a Satyr? The cloven
footed half-man, half-goat—the universal symbol of Satan
himself?
Sunday is the obvious fraud. Only the enemies of YHWH
would observe Sunday, in honor of the pagan sun-god. But
every satyrday, of every week, of every year, satyrday
Sabbatarians everywhere, in spite of themselves, worship on
satyrday — a day named after Satan himself.
Very cleverly, the Adversary receives his worship every week,
all year long, by sincere folks who believe they are following
YHWH. Friends, what we have here is a dual counterfeit; one
is obvious, the other not-so-obvious. Even if Saturday really is
named after Saturn, don’t think we are going to get off the hook so easily. Saturn worship is the
oldest form of Satanism and is clearly and historically linked to Satyr, the horned goat. The
Adversary does not care how you spell his many different names, or under which one you
worship, as long as you do not worship YHWH. Please feel free to connect the dots…
Satan (or Pan) is also called the “Horned God”
Pan a lusty satyr, half-man, half-goat, was given to every form of licentiousness and
debauchery.
Kronos, the father of the gods……for a certain wicked deed, was called Titan, and cast
down to hell. Kronos is none other than Satan himself. Titan, or teitan, as it is sometimes
spelled, is the Chaldee form of the Hebrew word sheitan (Satan), the common name for the
Adversary.
In the region where the Chaldean Mysteries were originally concocted,--that Adversary
who was ultimately the real father of all the pagan gods,--and who (to make the title of
kronos (Saturn), “the Horned One,” appropriate to him also) was symbolized by the
kerastes, the Horned serpent.
Horned goat, horned serpent, father of the gods….hmm. Kronos claims to be in charge if TIME!
Kronos is where we get our word Chronology, the study of time. Kronos, said another way, is
also known as Father Time. Cue Scriptural support: Daniel 7:25, see also Isaiah 14…
For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars
of Elohim:
I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend above
the heights of the clouds; I will be like the Most High. Isaiah 14:13-14
The word congregation here is the Hebrew word mo’edim, which means “set feasts, appointed
times”. A mountain in Scripture is a controlling power or authoritarian presence. The prophecy
above is proclaiming that someone will claim to sit on the mount of YHWH’s appointed times.
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He is saying that he will control the calendar, and the appointed times. And indeed he does, but
only in the hearts and minds of his followers, having no real control of YHWH’s calendar
appointed times. You see, YHWH wrote His calendar in the heavens where man couldn't mess
with it.
Now, the name Saturn in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; but, as every Chaldee scholar
knows, consists only of four letters, thus — S T U R. This name contains exactly the
Apocalyptic number 666…





S = 60
T = 400
U= 6
R = 200
666

The information in the bold blue font on the last two pages was gleaned from Alexander
Hislop’s classic, The Two Babylons.
Truth is a two edged sword. If we are going to condemn “sunday” observance as worshipping on
the “venerable day of the sun,” satyrday Sabbath keepers need to look in the mirror. Is
worshipping on a day named after Satan any better? Satyrday bears the name of our enemy. So,
what should we call those who would enlist us to worship YHWH exclusively on satyrday?
Now for another nail in the coffin for the lunar Sabbath [Wow, I've never been buried alive
before. Shouldn't be that hard to bust out of here considering the nails used by Breetzke.]
We read in Exodus 23:10-12 that the Sabbath of the land is a continual cycle of 7 years where
there are 6 years of sowing and gathering the produce of the land and the 7th year is the
Sabbatical (Sabbath year) where the land rests. This is the exact same model given to us for the
weekly Sabbath. Now it is clear that the Sabbatical year is not governed by any moon cycle, but
is governed by 1 day representing 1 year.
OK, this sounds interesting. Let's see how this plays out...
So if there is no new moon “year” or conjunction “year” then how is it possible that there is one
for the weekly Sabbath? YHWH is constant and keeps to the same models and instruction as a
remembrance of His work of Creation.
Now the Jubilee year is calculated with the same model as used for Shavuot. The day after the 7th
Sabbatical year is the Jubilee which occurs every 50 years 7 x 7 years = 49 years +1 year = 50
years. Wow… The Almighty gave us such absolute evidence and cycles using the same models
as the other created cycles to show us what the absolute truth is.
Close, very close. Breetske sees it, he just doesn't know what he's looking at. Indeed, The
Jubilee is a 50th year that is not included in the land Sabbath cycle of 7 x 7 = 49 years. It
interrupts the land Sabbath cycle, breaks the cycle. Breetzke's clarity seems to end there. Mine
does not.
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The morrow after the 7th Sabbath (the one that Bro. Breetzke calls Shavuot) is not included in
the numbering of 7 Sabbaths complete or the 50 days after it. It BREAKS, or interrupts these
two counts.
New Moon BREAKS, or interrupts the weekly cycle. If there was a New Moon that began the
second month of earth's history and a New Moon last month, what do you suppose began the
FIRST month of earth's history. Breetzke wants to point out how consistent YHWH is, so do I.
Genesis 1:1-2 was a time consuming event, work was done, something was created, yet it is
NOT numbered in the first work week. Without time, there is no motion; without motion, there
is no time. Genesis 1:1-2 along with Ezekiel 46:1, Amos 8:5, Isaiah 66:23 and II Kings 4:23
all prove that New Moon days break up, interrupt the work weeks every month. Looks like this...
New
Moon
(Genesis
1:1-2)
1

Day 1 of
week
(Genesis
1:3-5)
2
9
16
23

Day 2 of
week
(Genesis
1:6-8)
3
10
17
24

Day 3 of
week
(Genesis
1:9-13)
4
11
18
25

Day 4 of
week
(Genesis
1:14-19)
5
12
19
26

Day 5 of
week
(Genesis
1:20-23)
6
13
20
27

Day 6 of
week
(Genesis
1:24-31)
7
14
21
28

7th day
Sabbath
(Genesis
2:1-3)
8
15
22
29

(30)
So Bro. Breetzke and I have common ground. We both believe that YHWH is consistent, using
the same type of model for nearly every segment of time. In order to set His calendar apart from
man's (and to the consternation of certain other men) YHWH interrupted every one of His time
segments that include a Sabbath in the equation. The year of Jubilee is not part of the 49 years in
a land Sabbath cycle interrupting the count every 50 years, New Moon is not part of the work
weeks interrupting the weekly count every month, and the two different segments of time in the
count to Shavuot (7 Sabbaths and 50 days) are interrupted by a single day.
Historical information can be helpful if we are trying to discern the truth of something that
doesn't seem very clear to us from scripture. Although I believe the scriptures speak clearly
about the seventh day Sabbath always occurring every seventh day, referencing historical works
may be helpful for some who are not yet convinced.
And if it is so clear, can Bro. Breetzke give us an example in Scripture? No, he cannot, or he
would have. He's counting on YOUR brainwashing in the Gregorian calendar to nudge you
closer to his point of view. I'm counting on your desire to know truth to get you to examine the
evidence.
And before he even goes there, he really should not challenge me regarding the historical record.
He is right about referencing historical works being helpful for some who are not yet convinced.
Lunar Sabbath keepers love to quote from a few Encyclopedic references which say that the
week was originally tied to the lunar cycle. If we rely on such Encyclopedias to tell us about
historical data, we might indeed wonder if the moon had something to do with setting the weeks.
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When researching this topic historically, we don't need to go any further in history than the time
period that Yehoshua the Messiah was born into. We do know that He kept the Sabbath day and
we know that He kept it on the same day as the rest of the Jews in His day. [Agreed.] For
example:
“So He came to Nazareth, where He had been brought up. And as His custom was, He went into
the synagogue on the Sabbath day, and stood up to read” (Luke 4:16)
The first century disciples also did the same:
“Then Paul, as his custom was, went in to them, and for three Sabbaths reasoned with them from
the Scriptures” (Acts 17:2)
And if you will examine the study link here, http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/288-15-22-29_Proof.pdf you will discover that every Sabbath in the OT and the NT that can be
date identified fell on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the LUNAR months. That would
include the Sabbaths Yehoshua observed with his disciples.
So, for me the question is whether or not there are any first century eyewitnesses that may
enlighten us as to whether the Jews of that time kept the Sabbath by the moon, or by a recurring
seven day week.
Can we find a clear answer to this question? Absolutely.
To find a clear answer to this question, we will examine the Talmud, the Dead Sea Scrolls and
Josephus.
He forgot one. Philo. The ones he will offer won't say that satyrday is the Sabbath, they won't
say that the Sabbath is every seven days in an unbroken succession, and they won't say that the
Sabbath is NOT regulated by the moon. Why Breetzke uses these historical references is
obvious (he again hopes to prey upon your indoctrination in the Gregorian calendar), but why he
thinks they prove his point is something he will have to face come judgment day. Ladies and
gentlemen of the jury, I will let him go first...
1. The Talmud
First of all, please understand that I do not believe in following the Talmud or looking at it as
being authoritative for doctrine
Strange admission for one about to use the Talmud to support his doctrine.
I'm not going to be using it for the purposes of telling anyone how or when to keep the Sabbath,
except that we can know that the Messiah was in agreement with the weekly Sabbath of 1st
century Judaism. Therefore, we will only use the Talmud to help us understand what views of 1st
and 2nd century Judaism actually were.
Oh, OK. Fair enough.
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The Talmud is a pretty good source because although it was compiled about 130 years after the
destruction of the temple and Jerusalem, parts of it act as a historical reference for things that
were going on when the temple was still standing.
The Talmud is composed of three parts. There is the Mishnah, which is the central focal point of
the whole Talmud. There is the Gemara, which is a commentary on the Mishnah. Then there is
Rashi's commentary on both.
The Mishnah simply records the beliefs of 1st century Judaism. It speaks often about the views
of two Jewish scholars called Shammai and Hillel. They were leaders of two (often opposing)
schools of thought, called "houses." Hillel and Shammai lived from c. 50 BCE to 50 CE so they
were alive during Yehoshua's ministry on the earth.
The Talmud records some 300+ differences of opinion between both houses. In Judaism, the
views of the house of Hillel (Beth Hillel) usually prevailed over the views of the house of
Shammai (Beth Shammai).
As you will see, the Talmud is pretty clear that the Lunar Sabbath was not observed by Beth
Hillel, Beth Shammai, or any Jewish man living in the first century.
Which is odd, because I have a quote from the Talmud that indicates that the Sabbaths fell on the
8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month...
In the Talmud the Steinsaltz Edition”, Volume XIV Tractate Ta’anit Part II (1995 by Israel
Institute for Talmudic Publications and Milta Books), pages 205-206, it says the following
regarding the destruction of Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar’s army:
Page 205: “Then late on the day of the ninth, close to nightfall, they set the Temple on fire, and
it continued to burn the entire next day, on the tenth.” Page 206: “When the Temple was
destroyed for the first time at the hands of Nebuzaradan [the captain of the guard], that day was
the ninth of Av, and it was the day following Shabbat, and it was the year following the
Sabbatical Year.... And similarly when the Temple was destroyed a second time at the hands of
Titus, the destruction occurred on the very same day, on the ninth of Av.”
Guess what day the ninth day of Av was when Titus destroyed the temple? (Answer: The day
after the weekly Sabbath, naturally.) If I’ve done the math right, the ninth day of the month
follows the 8th day of the month. Correct? If the 8th day of the month is the Sabbath, so are the
15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month. Looks like this...
New
Moon
Day
1

First
Week
Day
2
9
16
23

Second
Week
Day
3
10
17
24

Third
Week
Day
4
11
18
25

Fourth
Week
Day
5
12
19
26

(30)
27

Fifth
Week
Day
6
13
20
27

Sixth
Week
Day
7
14
21
28

Seventh
Week
Day
8
15
22
29

What are the chances that the 9th day of the month was the day after the Sabbath after BOTH of
these battles hundreds of years apart? I have no idea how miniscule the odds would be with the
Gregorian calendar, but with the Creation Calendar, there is a 100% chance that the 9th day of
the month will follow the weekly Sabbath.
Oh, and Bro. Breetze, the historical record is still sharpening her fangs...
(please keep in mind that the lunar sabbatarians very often, try use the writings of Hillel to
support the false theory of the lunar Sabbath. They have to twist his writings and use them out of
context in order to do so) [...says the pot who is calling the kettle black.]
I have no idea who uses Hillel to prove the Lunar Sabbath. I know a man of the same name
(Hillel II) changed the Hebrew calendar, being forced to do so by Rome in the 4th century.
In our first example, we will examine a difference of opinion between Hillel and Shammai on
what blessing needed to be recited if the "new moon falls on a Sabbath."
"R. Zera replied: The New Moon is different from a festival - Since its mention is included in the
benediction on the sanctity of the day in the morning and evening prayers it is also included in
that of the additional prayer. But do Beth Shammai uphold the view that the mention of the New
Moon is to be included? Was it not in fact taught: If a New Moon falls on a Sabbath, Beth
Shammai ruled: One recites in his additional prayer eight benedictions and Beth Hillel ruled:
Seven? This is indeed a difficulty." Talmud - Mas. Eiruvin 40b
Of course, if they were keeping the Lunar Sabbath, the New Moon can never fall on a Sabbath
because the Lunar Sabbath is never on the first day of the month. This difference of opinion
wouldn't have been recorded if they kept the Lunar Sabbath.
No, but it would have been recorded if Israel had gotten away from the Calendar of Scripture.
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. No quote can be clearer than this.
“… each lunar month was divided into four parts, corresponding to the four phases of the moon.
The first week of each month began with the new moon, so that, as the lunar month was one or
two days more than four periods of seven days, these additional days were not reckoned at all.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 10, p. 482. Article "Week."
“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding with
changes in the moon’s phases...” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180
“In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another lunar
observance, the Sabbath. Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his prophecies on the
New Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple looking eastward as kept
shut for the six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the New Moon.” Scribner's
Dictionary of the Bible (1898 edit.), p. 521
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“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the moon—
appears to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 4780. And why
have we never been taught any of this???
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special
observances on the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.” Hutton
Webster, in his book, Rest Days, page 254.
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHWH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary
week’ and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate
Nazarene successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred
year controversy concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved. It is certain that
the week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- without paying
any regard to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the New Moon no longer
coincided with the first day [of the month ].” Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 5290.
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the
day to the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall
of the Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly
examined and if their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the
authority passed to the Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. … Gradually observation
gave place to calculation. The right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate;
the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar
but the prerogative of Palestine was zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a
religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland that the Diaspora looked for its calendar.
Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated feasts on different days confusion
would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that Babylon fixed the calendar…”
Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti,
‘the star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary
week had become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have
corresponded to Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244.
Thus the condemnation in Amos 5:26 was set in stone.
In Amos 5:26, the prophet is recorded as reminding Israel of their apostasy. Israel started
worshipping Chiun, a star-god of their own making. In Acts 7:43, Stephen quotes Amos and is
translated into Greek as saying “Remphan, the star-god…” Chiun and Remphan are the
respective Hebrew and Greek words for Saturn. The Sabbath of Scripture is based upon the
lunar cycle. So Israel did indeed come to worship Saturn on his day, but at a much later date and
not by Divine command.
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“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the
emphasis laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced
from its lunar connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article,
"Week," p. 482.
“The four quarters of the moon supply an obvious division of the month...it is most significant
that in the older parts of the Hebrew scriptures the new moon and the Sabbath are almost
invariably mentioned together. The [lunar] month is beyond question an old sacred division of
time common to all the semites; even the Arabs, who received the week at quite a late period
from the Syrians, greeted the New Moon with religious acclamations. … We cannot tell [exactly]
when the Sabbath became disassociated from the month.” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899 edit., pp.
4178-4179..
How is it that Scholars cannot tell when the Sabbath was disassociated from the lunar cycle
while modern Satyrday sabbath keepers in general deny that the Sabbath was ever connected
with the moon in the first place?
The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not know, My people
doth not consider. Isaiah 1:3
If there is any possible remaining doubt that Israel observed a lunar Sabbath in Scripture, let this
quote settle your conscience:
“Luni-solar calendar foundations of the Jewish calendar extend from the earliest verses of
scripture. Natural, uniform motions of the heavenly spheres are the pivotal markers of time
reckoning. The list of ancient characters mentioned in the Old Testament used this lunar-solar
calendar system of time recording. Observation of lunar phases coupled with solar positioning
graduated the lifetime ages of Adam and his descendants. . . .
“Changes in the appearance of the moon provided the seven-day week. Originating with
ancient interpretations of lunar time, divisions of seven days separate the four basic lunar
phases... Starting with a dark new moon, the moon gradually comes into view on following
nights. In about seven days the first half of the moon is visible. The second half waxes until full
moon at the end of two weeks. Lunar light reverses progression in the third week, waning to half
visibility again. A fourth week completes the month, and visibility again diminishes toward a
new moon. Completion of four lunar phases comprises the month.” Ages of Adam, published in
1995, by Clark K. Nelson.
The cloud is moving. We need either to follow or be left in the wilderness.
Oh, yes. Bro. Breetzke, you were saying?
Next, we will see that the Mishnah records what the first century temple priests did with the nonmeat portions of the Passover Lamb:
"Mishnah. The bones, and the sinews, and the nothar of the paschal lamb are to be burnt on the
sixteenth. If the sixteenth falls on the Sabbath, they are to be burnt on the seventeenth, because
they do not override either the Sabbath or the festival." Talmud - Pesachim 83a
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With the Lunar Sabbath, there is no such thing as the sixteenth day of the month falling on the
Sabbath. [That is correct. The 10th, 14th and 16th days of the first month are all commanded
work days, these days can NEVER fall on the Sabbath, and NEVER do with the calendar
established at Creation. See point #6 at the bottom of page 8 above.] These are not men who are
trying to figure out how to fit a weekly Sabbath into Babylonian life, it is a reference to the acts
of first century priests who certainly did not keep the Lunar Sabbath. These are the practices
observed during the temple era when Yehoshua and His disciples lived.
And this issue would have only been recorded if Israel had gotten away from the Calendar of
Scripture, which proves that these men wrote in an era AFTER the NT was written because
every Sabbath in the NT that can be date identified falls on the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th days of
the month. There is not even a single exception. It was not until A.D. 135 to 341 when the
calendar wars started in Israel that this argument would have taken place.
Bro. Breetzke, get your facts straight, then we'll talk.
The Mishnah also recorded the following rule regarding the meal offerings:
"Mishnah. A man may offer a meal-offering consisting of sixty tenths and bring them in one
vessel if a man said, I take upon myself to offer sixty tenths, he may bring them in one vessel.
But if he said, I take upon myself to offer sixty-one tenths, he must bring sixty in one vessel and
the one in another vessel; for since the congregation bring on the first day of the feast of
tabernacles when it falls on a Sabbath sixty-one tenths as a meal-offering, it is enough for an
individual that his meal-offering be less by one tenth than that of the congregation." Talmud Menachoth 103b
Obviously, this is a record of what went on while the temple was still standing because after that
time, there would be no place to take it. With a Lunar Sabbath, there is never a time when the
first day of the feast of Tabernacles falls on any day other than the Sabbath (15th day of the
seventh month).
Which proves two things. This argument took place between A.D. 135 and 341 and whoever
was arguing this point had gotten away from the Calendar in Scripture.
Obviously, the recorded practices of first century Judaism while the temple still stood indicate
that they did not keep a Lunar Sabbath. [Oh, then why do Philo (another first century Hebrew
historian) and a host of other scholars are recognize Israel's first century Lunar Sabbath?] They
kept the Sabbath on a recurring, seven day week just as it is given in Genesis chapter 1,
independent of the moon cycle. Therefore, since Yehoshua kept the Sabbath along with the rest
of the Jews of that period, He did not participate in a Lunar Sabbath, a doctrine that doesn't
appear to exist in Judaism at that time.
If Breetzke only knew what I was about to offer from Philo, he would understand why I am
rolling on the floor laughing.
In order to have a lunar Sabbath, you must have a lunar “week”. Did Philo link the Sabbath or
the “week” with the phases of the moon? The answer is yes, in fact the lunar week and lunar
Sabbath are the only week or Sabbath mentioned in Philo’s writings. Notice that the number
seven, the weeks, the Sabbath and the moon are all linked together in Philo’s writings.
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In Allegorical Interpretation, 1 IV (8), it says…
“Again, the periodical changes of the moon, take place according to the number seven, that star
having the greatest sympathy with the things on earth. And the changes which the moon works
in the air, it perfects chiefly in accordance with its own configurations on each seventh day. At
all events, all mortal things, as I have said before, drawing their more divine nature from the
heaven, are moved in a manner which tends to their preservation in accordance with this number
seven. … Accordingly, on the seventh day, Elohim caused to rest from all his works which he
had made.” …
Notice that Philo says the moon is perfect in its shape or appearance at seven day intervals. Had
a Hebrew speaking Israelite written this he would have said “it perfects chiefly in accordance
with its own configurations on each Sabbath day instead of each “seventh” day because
elsewhere in his writings, Philo identifies that when he mentions the seventh day [of the week]
he is speaking of the Sabbath.
Oh, and Bro. Breetzke, I'm not done yet. You got your turn, now sit down and accept the reward
of your folly. Continuing on with Philo:
The Decalogue XXX (159),
“But to the seventh day of the week he has assigned the greatest festivals, those of the longest
duration, at the periods of the equinox both vernal and autumnal in each year; appointing two
festivals for these two epochs, each lasting seven days; the one which takes place in the spring
being for the perfection of what is being sown, and the one which falls in autumn being a feast of
thanksgiving for the bringing home of all the fruits which the trees have produced”…
Let’s look carefully at what Philo is saying. To the seventh day of the week He [the Father
above] has assigned the greatest festivals, in other words the greatest (longest) festivals have
been assigned to the seventh day of the week. Philo, keeping the same luni-solar calendar
established in Scripture, calls the first day of each of these seven day feasts the “seventh day of
the week”. Scripture says that both of the seven day feasts (Unleavened Bread and Tabernacles)
begin on the 15th day of their respective months. See Leviticus 23:5-6 and 23:34. Friend, the
seventh day of the week is the Sabbath, is it not? It is the seventh day of the week EVERY year.
If the 15th is the weekly Sabbath, so are the 8th, 22nd and 29th days of the month.
In other words, Philo is saying the weekly Sabbath begins these feasts, and is on the 15th. This
proves the Sabbaths by the lunar calendar is true and the Gregorian false because there is no way
the weekly Sabbath can begin these two festivals on the 15th in the 1st and 7th month each year,
on a continuous seven day cycle presented by the Gregorian calendar we have today.
Speaking of “lunar” intervals, in Special Laws I. (178), Philo writes, "…there is one principle of
reason by which the moon waxes and wanes in equal intervals, both as it increases and
diminishes in illumination; the seven lambs because it receives the perfect shapes in periods of
seven days—the half-moon in the first seven day period after its conjunction with the sun, full
moon in the second; and when it makes its return again, the first is to half-moon, then it ceases
at its conjunction with the sun.” [All emphasis supplied by Troy Miller.]
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The half-moon (first quarter moon) announces the first Sabbath of the month. It is the seventh
day of the week, naturally, but this is the 8th day of the month. New moon day is not counted
against the week. The full moon rising at the end of the 14th day of the month announces the 15th
as the second Sabbath of the month.
Philo gives a second witness in On Mating with the Preliminary Studies, XIX (102)…
“For it is said in the Scripture: On the tenth day of this month let each of them take a sheep
according to his house; in order that from the tenth, there may be consecrated to the tenth, that
is to Elohim, the sacrifices which have been preserved in the soul, which is illuminated in two
portions out of the three, until it is entirely changed in every part, and becomes a heavenly
brilliancy like a full moon, at the height of its increase at the end of the second week”.
Please let what Philo just said sink in. His readers in those days understood that the weeks were
by the moon, same as in Scripture, and that at the end of the second week there would be a full
moon. This statement needs no interpretation and is impossible to misunderstand.
Philo lived from 20 B.C. to 50 A.D., so he was alive before, during and after the events of the
NT.
I should also mention that if you ever read the Talmud in depth, you will come away with one
clear impression: They debated about almost everything. Something as major as a change in
when the Sabbath is observed ought to have been at least debated somewhere. After all, they
debated every little fine point of the law! The lack of such a debate speaks volumes.
Please examine the following quotes from the Talmud. They speak volumes as well...
Rabbi Ismael, Rabbi Chambar, et al:
“The teachings of the Talmud stand above all other laws. They are more important than the laws
of Moses.”
Trach Mechilla:
“Jehovah Himself studies the Talmud standing; He has such respect for that book.”
Rabbi Menachem commentary on fifth book:
“The decisions of the Talmud are words of the living God. Jehovah Himself asks the opinions of
the earthly rabbis when there are difficult affairs in heaven.”
Michna Sanhedryn 11:3:
“It is more wicked to question the words of the rabbis than those of the Torah.”
The Talmud says:
“When you go to war do not go as the first, but as the last, so that you may return as the
first. Five things has Kanaan recommended to his sons: ‘Love each other, love the robbery, hate
your masters and never tell the truth.’” Pesachim F., p. 113B
“How to interpret the word ‘robbery.’ A goy [non-Jew] is forbidden to steal, rob or take woman
slaves, even from a goy or a Jew. But a Jew is NOT forbidden to do all this to a goy.” Tosefta,
Abda Zara, VIII
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“It is forbidden to disclose the secrets of the law. He who would do it would be as guilty as
though he destroyed the whole world.” Jaktut Chadasz, p. 171.
“To communicate anything to a goy [non-Jew] about our religious relations would be equal to
killing of all Jews, for if the goyim knew what we teach about them they would kill us
openly.” Libbre David, p. 37.
The Talmud says:
“The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human being nothing but
beasts.” Baba Mecia, p. 114.
“When a goy kills a goy or a Jew he is responsible; but if a Jew kills a goy he is NOT
responsible.” Tosefta, Aboda Zara, p. 8.
“A Jew is permitted to rape, cheat and perjure himself but he must take care that he is not found
out, so that Israel may not suffer.” Schulchan Aruch, Jore Dia.
“A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated.” Aboda Zara, 37a.
“A Jew may violate, but not marry a non-Jewish girl.” Gad, Shas, 2:2
Here are more quotes from the Talmud. Let me know if any of this sounds like the law of
YHWH given to the prophets of Israel for the salvation of man…
Erubin 21b (Soncino edition):
“My son, be more careful in the observance of the words of the Scribes than in the words of the
Torah (Old Testament).”
R.C. Musaph-Andriesse, From Torah to Kabbalah: A Basic Introduction to the Writings of
Judaism, p. 40:
“The authority of the Babylonian Talmud is also greater than that of the Jerusalem Talmud. In
cases of doubt the former is decisive.”
Jewish scholar Hyam Maccoby, in Judaism on Trial, quotes Rabbi Yehiel ben Joseph:
“Further, without the Talmud, we would not be able to understand passages in the Bible...God
has handed this authority to the sages and tradition is a necessity as well as scripture. The Sages
also made enactments of their own...anyone who does not study the Talmud cannot understand
Scripture.”
Erubin 21b:
“Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be punished by being boiled in hot
excrement in hell.”
Moed Kattan 17a:
“If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a city where he is not known and do the evil
there.”
Sanhedrin 57a:
“A Jew need not pay a gentile ("Cuthean") the wages owed him for work.”
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Baba Mezia 24a (and affirmed also in Baba Kamma 113b and Sanhedrin 76a):
“If a Jew finds an object lost by a gentile ("heathen") it does not have to be returned.”
Gittin 69a says:
To heal his flesh a Jew should take dust that lies within the shadow of an outdoor toilet, mix with
honey and eat it.
Yebamoth 63a says:
States that Adam had sexual intercourse with all the animals in the Garden of Eden.
Sanhedrin 55b says:
A Jew may marry a three year old girl (specifically, three years "and a day" old).
Sanhedrin 54b says:
A Jew may have sex with a child as long as the child is less than nine years old.
Kethuboth 11b:
"When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little girl it is nothing."
Yebamoth 59b says:
A woman who had intercourse with a beast is eligible to marry a Jewish priest. A woman who
has sex with a demon is also eligible to marry a Jewish priest.
Abodah Zarah 17a states:
There is not a whore in the world that the Talmudic sage Rabbi Eleazar has not had sex with.
Hagigah 27a says:
No rabbi can ever go to hell.
Baba Mezia 59b says:
A rabbi debates God and defeats Him. God admits the rabbi won the debate.
Nuff said?
2. The Dead Sea Scrolls and Josephus
The Dead Sea Scrolls are considered by scholars to be authored by the Essenes, a sect in first
century Judaism. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, there are a number of extra-biblical scrolls which
appear to shed light on what this sect believed and practiced. Understanding what they believed
can be helpful in determining whether or not the Lunar Sabbath was being observed by
mainstream Judaism of that time.
I'm glad you brought up the Essenes. Please read this quote found among the fragments in the
Qumran caves along with the Dead Sea Scrolls. Seventy-six fragments of an astronomical text
written in a cryptic alphabet record the phases of the moon divided into 1/14ths of the full size of
the moon. J. T. Milik has reconstructed a 14 line section based on fragment  ii, 2-14. It is
entitled Phases of the moon (4Q317), part of which is found below…
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“[On the f]ifth (day) of it (the month), [tw]elve (fourteenths of the moon’s surface) are covered
and thus it [enters the day . On the sixth (day) of it] thirteen (fourteenths of its surface) are
covered and thus it enters the day. On the seventh (day) of it [fourteen (fourteenths of its surface)
are covered and thus] it enters the day. vacat [On the eighth (day) of it…the firmament
above…its light is to be covered…on the first of the Sabbath. vacat [On the ninth (day) of it
one (fourteenth) portion (of its surface)] is revealed [and thus it entered the night]. On the tenth
(day) of it [two (fourteenths of its surface)] are [revealed and it enters] the night. vacat On the
ele[venth (day) of it three (fourteenths of its surface) are revealed] and thus it enters the night.
vacat”
This is utterly astounding. This statement flat out states that the 8th day of the month is the
Sabbath and at the same time very clearly describes the visible light upon the face of the moon as
it waxes, linking the moon with the numbered days of the month including the Sabbath.
Here is another translation of the same parchment (4Q317) done by another set of scholars…
“On the eighth of the month [chodesh], the moon rules all the day in the midst of the sky...and
when the sun sets, its light ceases to be obscured, and thus the moon begins to be revealed on the
first day of the week”. Wise, Abegg and Cooke, in their book The Dead Sea Scrolls, A New
Translation, pp 301-303 [All emphasis my own]
So, the first day of the week follows the 8th day of the month. Lunar Sabbath keepers, take heart;
the Lunar Sabbath was NOT unknown to the Essenes. The Dead Sea Scrolls are said to be the
work of the Essenes. It is thought that their worn manuscripts were so sacred to the Essenes that
they could not bring themselves to destroy them, so they placed the old parchments in clay pots
and stored them in the Qumran caves to decay naturally. Please note that in context the above is
a statement of natural fact, not a reference to an isolated event. If the Essenes did NOT observe
the same luni-solar calendar that ancient Israel observed, why does the first day of the week
follow the eighth day of the month? The day BEFORE the first day of the week is the Sabbath!
Now, I cannot tell a lie. In the writings of the Essenes, there are calendars other than the lunarsolar calendar of Scripture. But they had an interesting custom; they kept EVERYTHING that
had the Father's Name on it, so if a quack came up with a calendar and affixed "YHWH" to it
somewhere, the Essenes would not destroy it because of their great reverence of the Father's
Name. So these other calendars (and some other writings containing doctrines that were contrary
to Torah) were stored in clay pots, regardless of how far out in left field they were, preferring to
let YHWH or nature take care of them.
What I mean by this is that just because some teaching is found in the collection of writings of
the Essenes, is not evidence that they actually believed or practiced it. In this case, one must
follow the teachings in Scripture to determine what is truth:
1. In Scripture: If I find 2-3 witnesses, texts saying the same thing, (Genesis 41:32,
Deuteronomy 19:15, II Corinthians 13:1) then it is truth that I must admit and comply with.
2. In Scripture: If I find a single text saying "thus saith YHWH", (Deuteronomy 8:3b, Luke 4:8,
Matthew 4:10) it is truth; it is my duty to obey His command whether there are 2-3 witnesses or
not.
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3. In Scripture: If I find a chain of texts where there is an unfolding of truth, one expounding
upon the other, (Isaiah 28:9-10), this reveals truth that I am responsible for. For example,
Genesis 1:14 says that the luminaries in the heavens regulate the seasons (Hebrew: mo'edim).
Psalm 104:19 reveals that the moon alone regulates the seasons (mo'edim). Leviticus 23:1-3
calls the weekly Sabbath a feast (mo'edim). This is a chain of evidence that cannot be
questioned.
4. If it is in the law [Torah] or the prophets, it is true, Isaiah 8:20. If something outside of
Torah and the prophets agrees with the Torah and the prophets, neither adding nor diminishing
aught (Deuteronomy 4:2), it is the straight truth. The standard listed in Isaiah and Deuteronomy
(above) was given to trump Test 1 IF the 2-3 witnesses are false witnesses (speaking not
according to the Torah and the prophets).
5. A doctrine or accepted belief that fails any of the above 4 tests means that it is NOT true.
YHWH says that He will do NOTHING unless He reveals His secret to His servants the prophets,
Amos 3:7. If the prophets are silent, then it did not come from YHWH. If there is no "thus saith
YHWH, no 2-3 witnesses, no chain of inter-textual evidence and thus no support found in the
Torah and the prophets, then it is my privilege to admit it and tell others that it has no foundation
in truth.
6. Any historical evidence that agrees with Scripture (e.g. the Torah and the prophets) is
acceptable as supportive evidence to the truth. Any historical record that disagrees with or
contradicts Scripture, failing the first 4 tests above, is a lie in the highest order of magnitude.
7. If someone makes a statement, it does not matter if 1000 witnesses come later saying that he
did NOT say such and such or did not MEAN such and such; the spoken word of the person in
question (Almighty Yah, the prophets, you or I) takes precedence over that of all his defenders
OR detractors.
8. If someone claims to be Messiah, or a prophet, or to have a special message for the body of
believers, but fails to pass Tests 1, 2 and 3 above, then Isaiah 8:20 and Deuteronomy 18:18-22
(in essence, Tests 4 and 5) must be applied. If what they say doesn’t come to pass or they speak
not according to the Torah or the testimony of the prophets, fear them not, there is no light in
them.
Included here are the tests that the New Testament (NT) authors recognized and taught their
converts. John and Paul instructed their converts/followers to try the spirits (I John 4:1), to prove
all things and hold fast that which is good (I Thessalonians 5:21), and also to search the
Scriptures daily to see whether these things (that Paul taught them) were so, Acts 17:10-11). As
silly as this might sound, the Carpenter from Nazareth never quoted a verse from the NT because
the ONLY Scripture in existence during the first century was the Old Testament. In other words,
the NT must meet the standard of the OT, not the other way around. In truth, if a NT writer does
not meet the standard of the law [Torah] the testimony of the prophets, there is no light in this
writing either.
Because the Lunar Sabbath is definitely taught in Torah and the Scriptures, one has to accept that
the Essenes were not merely storing some cracked-pot doctrine (pun intended) for natural decay,
it is evidence that they not only KNEW of the Lunar Sabbath, they more than likely practiced it.
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It is generally undisputed (even by Lunar Sabbatarians) that the authors of these scrolls did not
keep a Lunar Sabbath. Rather, the Calendrical scroll shows that they observed a recurring seven
day weekly cycle, independent of the moon phases. I know of no one who disputes this. The
Calendrical Scroll and the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice confirms this.
Generally undisputed? And what crack-pot would care to dispute the evidence just presented?
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the pagan seven day planetary week had been around for more
than 600 years when the Essenes were at the height of their prominence. To assume that they
were unaware of this calendar in inconceivable. The point here is to prove that they observed the
pagan planetary week rather than the calendar instituted at Creation. Ladies and gentlemen of
the jury, has Bro. Breetzke provided that evidence?
Of course, Lunar Sabbatarians generally will teach that this Jewish sect was wrong about the
Sabbath.
Generally? I don't know why we would ever teach anything other than the Essenes complete
recognition and understanding of the Creation Calendar Sabbath.
But in the book of Josephus, he speaks much about the Essenes. Josephus was a first century
Jewish historian who wrote much about life in Judea during the first century. He goes into great
detail as to how practices of the Essenes were different than others. He mentions everything from
how the Essenes don't carry anything with them when they travel, to how they regard oil to be
defilement. In Wars of the Jews 2:119-161, Josephus speaks of them in no less than 2000 words,
describing over 100 characteristics of their way of life.
So did Josephus mention that they kept the Sabbath on a day that was different than the rest of
Judaism?
“… Moreover, they are stricter than any other of the Jews in resting from their labors on the
seventh day; for they not only get their food ready the day before, that they may not be obliged to
kindle a fire on that day, but they will not move any vessel out of its place, nor go to stool
thereon” (Wars of the Jews 2:147)
On the contrary, the Essenes were keeping the same Sabbath as all of first century Israel,
including Josephus.
In this, Josephus even goes so far as to say that the Essenes are "stricter than any other of the
Jews in resting from their labors on the seventh day." Does it sound like there was any
disagreement as to when the Sabbath was? [Nope, no dispute.] Wouldn't it seem strange that
Josephus would mention that the Essenes were stricter in their resting from labors on the Sabbath
but not bother to mention that the Essenes held the Sabbath on a totally different day than the
other Jews of that period?
How is this possibly evidence against the Lunar Sabbath? Bro. Breetzke here proves a very
common human trait:
“Most of our so-called reasoning consists in finding arguments for going on believing as we
already do.” James Harvey Robinson.
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“There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all arguments,
and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance; that principle is contempt prior to
investigation.” Herbert Spencer
Breetzke assumes that the satyrday is the Sabbath, and applies this assumption broadcast over all
first century Israelites. But in his ignorance, and in his zeal Breetzke does not recognize that this
argument is dancing on a razor blade. For with ONE swift misstep, this assumption proves that
all Israel DID observe the same Sabbath, the LUNAR Sabbath.
There is always harmony in the truth. And while David Breetzke has no idea that he is fighting
against YHWH, the ladies and gentlemen of this jury are, by now, acutely aware of this fact.
The fact is, if the Essenes were keeping a different day than the rest of Judaism, Josephus
wouldn't have been able to say that they were even resting on the seventh day to begin with. He
would have to say they were typically resting on some other day.
There is no record in the Dead Sea Scrolls of the Essenes disagreeing with other groups as to
when the Sabbath was. In fact, there is no historical record of any Jewish sects disagreeing with
each other on when the Sabbath was.
That's because they were all in agreement (they were not observe the seventh day of the pagan
planetary week). Razor's edge, remember? And in the first century, venus' day was the seventh
day of the week, satyrday was the FIRST day of the week.
Get this through your steel plates Bro. Breetzke, satyrday was not the seventh day of ANY week
until A.D. 321, made so by Roman Emperor Constantine. This is a historical fact. I did not
make it up, and you can't change it.
In another interesting note, Josephus speaks of one of the large towers that were built in
Jerusalem:
“and the last was erected above the top of the Pastophoria, where one of the priests stood of
course, and gave a signal beforehand with a trumpet, at the beginning of every seventh day, in
the evening twilight, as also at the evening when that day was finished, as giving notice to the
people when they were to stop work, and when they were to go to work again” (Wars of the Jews
4:582)
And seventh day meant WHAT? So what this paragraph is really saying is that the priest gave a
trumpet sound at the beginning of every Sabbath. Friends, the Sabbath IS the seventh day of the
week in the Creation Calendar, and the priests were instructed to blow the trumpets at the
beginning of every Sabbath.
Scripture prohibits every man-made calendar by the inclusion of a segment breaker, New Moon.
Which means that if first century Israel was observing New Moon, they were NOT keeping the
Sabbath every seven days in succession. Again, the ONLY reason men assume that the calendar
weeks in Israel were a function of repeating 7 day segments without interruption is because of
their immersion in the Gregorian calendar (circa 1582) which was a daughter of the Julian
calendar (circa 46 B.C.) which had adopted the pagan 7 day planetary week in A.D. 321.
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There is no Scriptural, historical or natural reason to think that ancient or first century week
observed by Israel was anything other than the one established at Creation especially when there
is Scriptural and historical data that reveals that the only time Israel observed satyrday, it was
considered idol worship and they were in apostasy.
I'm sorry Bro. Breetzke, while ignorance might be bliss, and zeal can be an effective tool, the
combination of the two, if your zeal is fueled by ignorance...well, let's just say it reveals a
distinct lack of spiritual integrity.
So his report is that a trumpet was blown at the beginning of every seventh day, to mark when
the people should stop working, and begin working. As an interesting side note, archaeological
finds concur with Josephus' comments about the place of trumpeting:
"When we excavated the beautifully paved Herodian street adjacent to the southern wall and near
the southwestern corner of the Enclosure Wall, we found a particularly large ashlar block. On the
inside was a niche where a man might stand, especially if the ashlar were joined to another which
would enlarge the niche.
On the outside was a carefully and elegantly incised Hebrew inscription: LBYT HTKY ’H LHH
[RYZ]; “To the place of Trumpeting to (declare).” If the restoration of the world “declare” is
correct, the rest of the missing part of the inscription probably went on to tell us more about the
declaring of the beginning and the end of the Sabbath.
The stone had been toppled during the Roman destruction of the Temple onto the street below
where it had lain for nearly two thousand years until we uncovered it.
It must have originally come from the pinnacle of the southwestern corner of the Temple Mount.
From a spot on top of the Temple chambers a priest would blow a trumpet on Sabbath Eve, to
announce the arrival of the Sabbath and the cessation of all labour, and to announce, on the
following evening, the departure of the Sabbath and the resumption of all labor.
The entire city was visible from this spot on the southwest corner of the Temple Mount; the
clarion call of the trumpet would reach the farthest markets of the city. Such a scene is recounted
by Josephus in his work, The Jewish War. (IV, 582)." Editor, H. S. 2004; 2004. BAR 06:04
(July/Aug 1980)” Biblical Archaeology Society
Same response as above. And seventh day meant WHAT? So what this paragraph is really
saying is that the priest gave a trumpet sound at the beginning of every Sabbath. Friends, the
Sabbath IS the seventh day of the week in the Creation Calendar, and the priests were instructed
to blow the trumpets at the beginning of every Sabbath.
A repeating seven day week destroys the weekly Sabbath, feasts and calendar of Scripture.
Josephus also records that Agatharchides, a 2nd century BCE Greek Historian, wrote something
quite interesting about Ptolemy's defeat of Jerusalem:
"When Agatharchides had premised this story, and had jested upon Stratonice for her
superstition, he gives a like example of what was reported concerning us, and writes thus:-209 ``There are a people called Jews, and dwell in a city the strongest of all other cities, which
the inhabitants call Jerusalem, and are accustomed to rest on every seventh day; on which times
they make no use of their arms, nor meddle with husbandry, nor take care of any affairs of life,
but spread out their hands in their holy places, and pray till the evening.
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210 Now it came to pass, that when Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, came into this city with his army,
that these men, in observing this mad custom of theirs, instead of guarding the city, suffered their
country to submit itself to a bitter lord; and their law was openly proven to have commanded a
foolish practice" (Against Apion 1:208)
Ptolemy was the General of Alexander the Great, who took over Jerusalem in 332 BCE. We see
that the Jews would not defend themselves or take up arms on the Sabbath, which was "every
seventh day."
Same response as above. And seventh day meant WHAT? So what this paragraph is really
saying is that Israel rested every Sabbath day. Friends, the Sabbath IS the seventh day of the
week in the Creation Calendar, and the soldiers would never take up arms on the Sabbath.
If I were to describe the Sabbath keeping practices of Lunar Sabbatarians, I certainly wouldn't
describe their Sabbath keeping as something they did "every seventh day." [Of course you could.
We worship YHWH at His appointed time, every seventh-day Sabbath.] Rather, I would
mention that they only keep a Sabbath on certain days of the month. Therefore, it's quite evident
that Josephus was describing the practice laid out for us "in the beginning" when Elohim created
the first week and that is to rest every seventh day, without moon interruptions.
I will ask ONE more time. Please show me evidence in Scripture that proves that the Sabbath is
ever seventh day in succession, without interruption. Every time the term "seventh-day" is found
in Scripture it means seventh-day OF THE WEEK, not one time does the context support every
successive seventh day.
And, oh yes, Bro. Breetzke, I can prove it. Unlike you, I actually examine the evidence to see if
it supports what I say before I say it.
Exodus 12, 16 and 19 reveal that the Sabbaths fell on the 15th of the month for three consecutive
months. The idea of a repeating seven day week is obliterated by this fact.
Exodus 12 reveals that Israel was released from bondage on Abib 15, the 15th day of the first
month. It is not called a Sabbath in Exodus 12, but later Scripture does reveal the nature of this
day. Leviticus 23:4-8 shows us that Passover (Abib 14) is preparation day for Abib 15, the
Sabbath of Unleavened Bread. Some say that Abib 21 is also a Sabbath, but this is not the case.
The evidence is that the 15th of the first month is the weekly Sabbath; Scripture is not saying that
the 21st is an annual Sabbath at all. Consider the following.
The first day of the feast and the “seventh day” [of the week in context] are one and the same.
The 21st is the 6th day of the week and of course the 7th day of a seven day feast, but….
New
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1
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…the “seventh day” of Unleavened Bread is also spoken of in Leviticus 23:6 and is called a
Chag (H2282) which is used 62 times in Scripture and is only used to refer to the pilgrimage
feast days (found in Exodus 23:14-17), in this case, Abib 15. It is not referring to the last day of
the feast, rather the first. This Chag can only be the 15th of Abib. See also Deuteronomy 5:1215 and Leviticus 23:6-8.
The Sabbath commandment in Exodus 20 is linked to Creation week. The 4th commandment
listed in Deuteronomy 5 is linked to the deliverance of Israel. That date was the 15th of Abib.
I submit to you that this “seventh day” is Abib 15, and it is not only an annual Sabbath, but a
weekly Sabbath as well. There are no back to back Sabbaths in Scripture. The 15th is without
question a Sabbath, meaning that the 22nd of the first month is also a Sabbath. If the 21st is an
annual Sabbath, there would be two Sabbaths back to back, and there would be no preparation
day for the second Sabbath of the two. Common sense, right?
Exodus 16 is the first place where the word “Sabbath” is used in Scripture. In the first verse,
YHWH is speaking to Moses and Aaron on the 15th day of the 2nd month and gives them what
turns out to be a simple math equation. From day 15 add 6 days of manna = 21. Next day (22nd)
is the Sabbath.
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(30)
Israel was to collect one portion of manna from the 16th to the 20th and a double portion on the
21st because the morrow was the Sabbath. If the 22nd is a Sabbath, so is the 15th (as well as the
8th and the 29th. The first day of the month is new moon day, not a Sabbath.
Exodus 19:1 also proves that the children of Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th day of the third
month. Please read the context. Moses indicates that the children of Israel rested at Rephidim
the 15th of the third month. The root word for Rephidim means “rest” and this passage says that
they arrived at the Wilderness of Sinai the “same day” of this month that they left Egypt (two
months earlier). If you’ll remember, Israel got as far as Succoth the 15th, and actually left Egypt
the on the 16th. Numbers 33:3-6. So Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th and Moses was
immediately summoned up the mount. YHWH told Moses to go back down the mountain and to
tell the people to consecrate themselves for on the third day of the week (the 18th) He would
come down on the mount in a cloud, Exodus 19:10-11.
If the 18th is the third day, then the 16th is the first day, meaning that they were “resting” in
Rephidim on the Sabbath, the 15th, which is the weekly Sabbath.
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Amazing isn’t it? There is always harmony in the truth.
Conclusion
Now this should be interesting. In order to conclude a matter, one must have heard all the
evidence. I can't think of a thing that Bro. Breetzke examined fully before concluding the matter.
There is no indication whatsoever in the entire Scriptures that the week is not a continual cycle
of seven days, and every appointed time works out 100% according to the Torah using the
continual cycle of seven days.
Please find ONE example in Scripture of the Sabbaths occurring every seven days without
interruption. Just ONE. Stop looking at the Gregorian calendar when you are reading about the
week in Scripture.
If you follow the lunar Sabbath, then you are not keeping YHWH’s Sabbath and therefore you
are not one of His people. The Sabbath is a sign between the Almighty and His people.
Indeed, the Sabbath of Creation is a sign between Elohim and His people. And "sign" is one of
the items listed in Genesis 1:14 that would be regulated by one of the two great lights in the
heavens. The list on page 7 above reveals that there is not a single segment of time in the
Gregorian calendar that is regulated by the sun, and Scripture reveals that the MOON regulates
the mo'edim. The weekly Sabbath is called mo'ed (feast) twice in Leviticus 23:2. While I am
certain that some of the signs are regulated by the sun, but the weekly Sabbath (which is also a
mo'ed) is not one of them.
In fact, if you follow the lunar Sabbath, you are worshiping the golden calf, and just as Mosheh
broke the Tablets of the Ten Commandments because of idolatry, so too are the lunar Sabbath
people breaking the Torah of YHWH by their idolatrous festivals. You see, the festival that the
lunar Sabbath people celebrate is the festival that Aaron declared for the golden calf in the 4th
month (moon), and not the festival of Shavuot.
Um...careful there sport. You are mighty quick to judge there when Scripture calls satyrday
observance idolatry. And the chag (feast) called by Aaron is EXACTLY on time for the summer
wheat harvest, and the 29th day of the 4th month lines up for every count in Scripture and is
proven by nature.
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All nature screams the majesty of Yah. Nature does not lie. Men do.
Whoever teaches that the festival in the 4th month is Shavuot is totally ignorant of the Torah or is
just a straight out liar seeking a following. These people are not to be trusted as you can see for
yourself that the Torah proves them to be liars.
No comment.
I will continue to say that the lunar Sabbath teachers are idiots and liars and do not know the
Torah of YHWH and should have their mouths shut. And all those who follow these people are
those who do not study the Torah for themselves.
It is better to be thought an idiot than to open your mouth and remove all doubt. Ladies and
gentlemen of the jury, has Bro. David Breetzke taught you the true Sabbath or has he shared with
you the lying tradition of carnal men?
Sir, WHAT Torah did you bring to this examination? What natural evidence did you offer? And
what historical documents did you provide that prove satyrday is the Sabbath? Ladies and
gentlemen of the jury, what say you?
To truly have a relationship with the Almighty, you cannot follow the lunar Sabbath as it is
breaking His Torah and following after other mighty ones.
Actually it is precisely following the Mighty One of Israel.
You can read more about the lunar Sabbath on the following two links:
false-doctrine-no2-when-is-sabbath
lunar-sabbath-doctrine-is-stupid
Posted by David Breetzke at 12:22 AM
Oh good, two more studies that will not be able to prove that satyday is the Sabbath or on a
repeating seven day cycle.
I dare not speak my mind because Bro. Breetzke crossed several lines, attacking Lunar
Sabbatarians rather than the Lunar Sabbath doctrine. Saying we are idolaters without evidence,
accusing us being Torah breakers, false teachers, liars and idiots when the evidence from every
quarter supports the Lunar Sabbath, is unconscionable.
Some men are humble, some are able to teach, some are able to examine the evidence and
present the facts and some men have no shame. Normally I sign off: Respctfully submitted, and
if this were a direct letter to Breetzke, I would be unable to do so and a hypocrite if I did.
However, this is addressed to the ladies and gentlemen of the jury for whom I have the utmost
respect.
Respectfully submitted,
Troy Miller
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